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Abstract
This thesis describes the experimental investigations of geometric frustration in
magnetic oxides. The rare earth double perovskites Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 crys-
tallise into the Fm3m cubic space group with the rare earth ions forming a face centred
cubic arrangement of edge sharing tetrahedra. This arrangement is expected to result
in geometric magnetic frustration. Previous studies have revealed no long range order
or spin glass behaviour down to 1.5 K. In this work, low temperature neutron scatter-
ing measurements were carried out to investigate the magnetic behaviour below 1.5 K.
The crystalline electric ﬁeld was found to dominate the magnetic behaviour. Using ex-
perimental results from inelastic neutron scattering the crystal ﬁeld level scheme was
solved for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6. These results were used to successfully predict
the observed behaviour of both systems, showing that they can be considered to behave
as single ion systems down to the lowest temperature investigated of 0.06 K. As such
exchange interactions and any effects of frustration are not evident at the temperatures
investigated.
As a further step to investigate frustration in magnetic oxides LuCuGaO4 was con-
sidered. This has triangular bilayers of magnetic Cu2+ and non-magnetic Ga3+ that are
expected to lead to two dimensional geometric magnetic frustration of the Cu2+ ions.
The presence of Ga3+ on the same lattice site as the Cu2+ lead to charge frustration.
Polarised neutron analysis, inelastic neutron scattering and SR build up a coherent
picture of the low temperature behaviour of the system which questions the previous
belief in the literature of a spin glass transition. Instead what is found is a spin liquid
state.
Finally, the problem of interpreting the subtle features and signatures of frustration
is considered with an alternative SR technique. SR allows local interactions to be
investigated, however the problem of interpreting the results can lead to ambiguity. It
is shown that it is possible to successfully implant muons outside the sample of interest
and accurately measure the sample’s magnetic dipolar ﬁeld. In this way SR can be
used as a bulk magnetometer with the same frequency response as standard SR and it
is shown that this can be useful in the investigation of frustrated materials with reference
to results on Tb2Sn2O7.4
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Introduction
1.1 Magnetism
1.1.1 Magnetism of a single ion
There are two magnetic moment operators associated with the electron. The ﬁrst is the
orbital magnetic moment operator (^ `) and is given by:
^ ` =  B^ `; (1.1)
where ^ ` is the orbital magnetic moment operator and B is the Bohr magneton, deﬁned
as B = e~
2me. The second is the spin magnetic moment operator (^ s) and is given by:
^ s =  2B^ s; (1.2)
where ^ s is the spin operator and has eigenvalues sz = 1
2 for a spin along the z-axis.
For an atom with i electrons: ^ L =
P
i^ `i and ^ S =
P
i^ si. The magnetic moment of
an atom or ion in free space is:
^  =  gJB^ J (1.3)
where the total angular momentum operator is: ^ J = ^ L + ^ S. The operator ^ J2 has eigen-
values J(J + 1). The Land´ e g-factor, gJ, is given by:
gJ =
3
2
+
S(S + 1)   L(L + 1)
2J(J + 1)
(1.4)
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In a magnetic ﬁeld the energy levels of the system are given by:
U =  ^ :B = mJgBB (1.5)
where mJ is the azimuthal quantum number with values between J;J   1;:::; J.
When magnetic ions are placed in a crystal structure they are surrounded by a crys-
talline electric ﬁeld (CEF) created by oppositely charged ions. For orbitals (except the
spherically symmetric s-orbital) there is angular dependence. The CEF lifts the (2J +1)
degeneracy of mJ states.
1.1.2 Magnetisation and susceptibility
The magnetisation M is deﬁned as the magnetic moment per unit volume and for a
linear material in a magnetic ﬁeld H it is given by:
M = H (1.6)
where  is the magnetic susceptibility.
Curie’s Law
For a paramagnet the molar susceptibility is given by Curie’s law:
 =
NAg2
J2
B
3kBT
J(J + 1) (1.7)
where NA = 6:022  1023 is Avagadro’s number and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
The effective magnetic moment is expressed by the identity (in cgs units):
eff  2:827
p
mT (1.8)1.1 Magnetism 16
Curie-Weiss Law
The Curie-Weiss law describes a ferromagnetic material in the paramagnetic regime in
a mean ﬁeld. The Curie-Weiss law is:
 =
C
T   W
(1.9)
where C = NA2=3kB is the Curie constant with  = gJ
p
J(J + 1)B. W is the
Weiss constant, with units of temperature.
 If W > 0 magnetic interactions in the material are ferromagnetic.
 If W < 0 magnetic interactions in the material are antiferromagnetic
and W =  TN, where TN is the N´ eel temperature.
This law only holds for high temperatures.
Van Vleck Susceptibility
Van Vleck introduced an expression for susceptibility [1]:
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whereZ isthepartitionfunctionandJz thez-componentofthetotalangularmomentum
J. j ii are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian which has energy given by Ei where the
number of identical Ei terms are taken into account by introducing a degeneracy factor
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1.1.3 Interactions of magnetic ions
Direct exchange
The direct exchange interaction occurs due to the orbital overlap of two atoms resulting
in a correlation of their electrons. Coulombic repulsion is minimized and the Pauli
exclusion principle satisﬁed by keeping the electrons well separated and anti-parallel.
Superexchange
The superexchange interaction is mediated by an intermediate ligand or anion (often
oxygen). Superexchange interactions are usually antiferromagnetic, but ferromagnetic
exchange may occur depending on the speciﬁc geometry of the orbitals and angles in-
volved. Superexchange pathways are short, usually connected to nearest neighbours,
though it can extend to second or third nearest neighbors.
Dipolar interactions
The dipolar interaction is present in all magnetic materials. It is, however, a weak effect
and only becomes signiﬁcant at low temperature for large moments. It is anisotropic
and falls off as 1=r3.
1.2 Geometric magnetic frustration
1.2.1 Introduction to frustration
Consider the spins on the corners of a triangle as shown in ﬁgure 1.1 with the exchange
interaction given by:
Hex =  J
X
hi;ji
^ Si  ^ Sj (1.12)
For an antiferromagnetic material the geometry does not allow all local interactions to
be simultaneously minimised. In this case the ground state does not correspond to the1.2 Geometric magnetic frustration 18
Figure 1.1: Frustrated triangle and tetrahedra: The orientation of two spins in the tri-
angle or tetrahedron frustrates the choice of spin orientation for the remaining spins in
antiferromagnets. The double arrow on the ion depicts two degenerate spin orientations.
An ensemble of triangles in an ordered lattice leads to a large number of degenerate
ground states.
minimum of the interaction of every spin pair leading to frustration.
Initial examples of geometric frustration (GF) were discovered over ﬁfty years ago
in the studies of Ising antiferromagnets on a triangular lattice [2] and hexagonal lattice
[3] and with the work by Anderson [4]. The current concepts of frustration were not
formally considered until the work of Toulouse [5] and the work by Villain on spin
glasses [6,7]. There are a number of recent reviews on geometrical frustration due to
the increased interest in this ﬁeld [8–12].
A signature of frustration is magnetic ordering occurring well below W. Ramirez
[8] and Moessner [9] proposed to use this behaviour to deﬁne an empirical measure of
frustration through the following relationship:
f =  
W
Tc
(1.13)
where Tc represents any cooperative ordering transition temperature. f > 1 corresponds
to frustration with the higher the f value the more pronounced the frustration effects.
Theoretically 2d and 3d cases of geometric frustration can be realised in an almost
limitless number of possible structures, however in practice this is limited by the avail-1.2 Geometric magnetic frustration 19
Figure 1.2: Top: 2d corner sharing kagom´ e lattice and edge sharing triangular lattices.
Bottom: 3d corner sharing tetrahedra found in the pyrochlores and spinels, and edge
sharing tetrahedra forming an fcc lattice found in the double perovskites.
ability of suitable substances [13]. Four of the most simple structures are shown in
ﬁgure 1.2.
2d case: Kagom´ e lattice
Compounds containing the kagom´ e lattice are found among the Jarosite materials [14,
15], which were the subject of much of the early study of geometric frustration. More
recently the experimental realisation of the Herbertsmithites, ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2, has re-
newed interest in ﬁnding a true realisation of the spin-1
2 kagom´ e lattice model [16].1.3 Rare earth double perovskites: a model system 20
3d case: Pyrochlores
Greedan and Reimers [17–19] were responsible for many of the early studies of py-
rochlores. Some of the initial pyrochlore compounds studied belonged to the series
R2Mo2O7 (R = Nd, Tb, Y). They were found to have a spin glass transition at low
temperature despite having a well ordered structure.
Further research on the pyrochlores has revealed various exotic low temperature
ground states. Tb2Ti2O7 has been shown to be a spin liquid [20]. “Spin ice” materials
Ho2Ti2O7 andDy2Ti2O7 havebeenobserved[21,22]. Theirspinsbehaveanalogouslyto
watericeobeyingthe“two-intwo-out”rule. Spiniceresearchhasledtothediscoveryof
magnetic monopoles [23] and due to their movement within the material “magnetricity”
has been measured [24].
Rosenkranz et al. showed in ref. [25] that the crystal ﬁeld played a dominant role
in determining the orientation of the spins in Ho2Ti2O7 and hence they could explain
why the ground state spin structure was adopted. The results were used to predict that
Dy2Ti2O7 should also be a spin ice and helped explain why Tb2Ti2O7 behaves as a spin
liquid.
1.3 Rare earth double perovskites: a model system
Karunadasa et al. [26] proposed that rare earth double perovskites form a new model
three dimensional geometrically frustrated system. The investigation of two members
of this series, Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6, will be carried out in this thesis.
ThecompoundsinvestigatedherebelongtotheA2BB’O6 classofdoubleperovskites
where A is generally an alkaline earth with only the B site carrying a magnetic moment
from a rare earth ion, and for which there is perfect ordering between the B and B’ sites,1.3 Rare earth double perovskites: a model system 21
Figure 1.3: The double perovskite structure A2BB’O6 composed of two interpenetrat-
ing fcc lattices of magnetic rare earth ions (orange) and non-magnetic ions (blue) sur-
rounded by six oxygen ions (red) in an octahedral arrangement. The green ion denotes
the alkaline rare earth, e.g. barium.
see ﬁgure 1.3. The magnetic lattice in this case is composed of edge sharing tetrahedra
forming a face centred cubic (fcc) lattice, as shown in ﬁgure 1.4(a).
There are many books dedicated to the perovskite structure due to its versatility in
hostingalargearrayofions[27,28], alongwithmuchcurrentwork[29–35]. Karunadasa
et al. makes reference to a selection of these similar studies but their work appears to be
the ﬁrst to point out the importance of double perovskites with respect to frustration.
There are conﬂicting ideas from the literature as to the expected ordering of spins
on the fcc lattice. An early theoretical study on the antiferromagnetic fcc lattice using
the Ising model predicted a high degeneracy for the ground state with clusters forming
[36]. For this Ising model in the limit of a large number of sites the entropy per spin
tends to zero as the temperature tends to 0 K and the susceptibility is zero at 0 K.1.3 Rare earth double perovskites: a model system 22
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: (a) The rare earth ions sit on the corners of edge sharing tetrahedra in an
fcc lattice. Each rare earth ion is connected to twelve nearest neighbours resulting in
a highly connected lattice. (b) The rare earth ion surrounded by six oxygen ions in an
octahedra structure.
Similar investigations have also proposed the possibility of continuous degeneracy [37].
Subsequent theoretical studies have been performed using a Monte Carlo simulation
[38,39]. The most likely ordering for the fcc lattice appears to be through “order by
disorder” [40]. This concept was originally proposed by Villain in his seminal work on
frustration [41] and later conﬁrmed to be present in the pyrochlore Er2Ti2O7 [42].
1.3.1 Previous work on Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er)
Reference W (K) Space group a (˚ A)
[43] No data Er and Ho Fm3m Ho/Er: 8:417(1)/8:397(1)
[44] No data Er: Fm3m Er : a = 8:3960(1)
[45] and [46] Ho:  5:46854 Ho: Fm3m Ho: 8:3712
[47] Ho:  5:6 Ho: Fm3m Ho: 8:4170(2)
[26] Ho:  4:7(2) Fm3m Ho: 8:4119(1)
Table 1.1: Characterisation results from the literature for Ba2RSbO6, (R = Ho, Er).
Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6, along with other rare earth variants (Ba2RNbO6, R =1.3 Rare earth double perovskites: a model system 23
Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Yb), were characterised by Casado et al. through x-ray powder
diffraction [43]. The Ho and Er variants were reported to adopt the cubic space group
Fm3m, with a = 8:417(1) ˚ A for Ho and a = 8:397(1) ˚ A for Er.
Neutron powder diffraction was recently carried out on Ba2ErSbO6, which con-
ﬁrmed the space group Fm3m, with a = 8:3960(1) ˚ A [44]. There do not appear to be
any diffraction measurements below room temperature in the literature for Ba2ErSbO6,
and no susceptibility or speciﬁc heat measurements have been reported.
Ba2HoSbO6 has been more widely investigated experimentally. Ambient temper-
ature neutron powder diffraction on Ba2HoSbO6 again found the cubic space group
Fm3m, with a = 8:4240(3) ˚ A [47]. Susceptibility measurements in the range 2-350 K
were reported showing Curie-Weiss behaviour above 10 K and W =  5:6 K.
Measurements on a single phase ceramic substrate of Ba2HoSbO6 reported the space
group Fm3m with lattice constant of a = 8:3712 ˚ A [45]. Susceptibility measurements
were performed and gave W =  5:47 K [46].
Karunadasa et al. [26] characterised Ba2HoSbO6 by room temperature neutron pow-
der diffraction to have the space group Fm3m, with a = 8:4119(1) ˚ A. Susceptibility
measurements down to 2 K showed no ordering, with W =  4:7(2) K.
1.3.2 Compounds with a similar structure to Ba2HoSbO6 and
Ba2ErSbO6
The rare earth perovskite series Ba2RSbO6 (R = Rare earth ion) were initially investi-
gated by Blasse [48]. It was shown that Ba2GdSbO6 is cubic with space group Fm3m.
The related series Ba2RTaO6 was investigated and found to remain paramagnetic
down to 5 K [49]. For Dy-Lu, including Ho and Er, the crystal structure reported from
x-ray diffraction was Fm3m.1.3 Rare earth double perovskites: a model system 24
CharacterisationsofthegroupBa2RBO6 (B =Nb, Ta, Ir, Ru, BiandSb)byKennedy
et al. [50] have shown that four space groups are favoured for the double perovskite
structure: cubic Fm3m, tetragonal I4=m, rhombohedral R3 and monoclinic I2=m.
The symmetry adopted is determined by the different sizes of the rare earth ions caus-
ing the octahedra to tilt to differing degrees. The crystal symmetry can also alter with
temperature. For example x-ray powder diffraction for Ba2HoTaO6 has shown that a
transition from space group Fm3m to I4=m occurs around 260 K [50]. This highlights
the importance of measuring if Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 remain in their ideal cubic
structure down to low temperatures.
One of the few mentions of frustration in the double perovskites is in ref. [51] in
which the compounds Ba2RMoO6 (R = Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Y, Er and Yb) are inves-
tigated. All the compounds magnetically order except Ba2YMoO6 and Ba2YbMoO6
which remain in the paramagnetic regime down to 2 K which is explained as being due
to the geometrical frustration inherent in the crystal structure.
1.3.3 Tolerance factor
The structures of Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 have been shown to be cubic at room
temperature, however there are no measurements at low temperature. Since the temper-
ature of interest is below 5 K, it would be advantageous to have evidence as to whether
the structure remains cubic. One such way to gain insight is to calculate tolerance fac-
tors and a program has been developed by Lufaso et al. called SPuDs [52] which does
this for the perovskite structure.
The Goldschmidt tolerance factor, t, is given by:
t =
(RA + RO)
p
2(RB + RO)
(1.14)
where RA is the ionic radius of A, RB is the ionic radius of B, and RO is the ionic radius1.3 Rare earth double perovskites: a model system 25
of oxygen. SPuDs calculates these values as a function of temperature. The values
calculated using this program are shown in table 1.2.
300 K 5 K
Ba2HoSbO6 t = 0:972 t = 0:963
Ba2ErSbO6 t = 0:981 t = 0:974
Table 1.2: Tolerance factors, t, calculated using SPuDs [52].
The tolerance factor can be used to predict the possibility of any lattice distortions.
 For t = 1 the A cation is an ideal size and no distortions of the cubic structure are
expected.
 For t > 1 the A cation is too large and this can lead to distortions.
 For t < 1 the A cation is too small and octahedral tilting distortions can occur.
The results in table 1.2 suggest that the structure may alter between 300 K and 5 K,
with Ba2HoSbO6 being slightly more likely to change. Glazer stated that octahedral
tilting is the most important factor determining the space group of a perovskite [53]. It
is therefore necessary to conﬁrm the structure down to low temperatures.
Ba2SmSbO6 was found to be cubic from x-ray and neutron powder diffraction [54],
however the tolerance factor was found to be t = 0:977, which deviates from unity
to a similar degree as the calculated tolerance factor for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6.
An explanation is that the double perovskite structure A2BB’X6, as opposed to the per-
ovskite ABX3, has a further degree of freedom to relieve tension. For ABX3 the only
variable parameters is the volume of the cell. For the double perovskite there is the ad-
ditional parameter of the position of the X-anion between the B and BO cations, which
is able to be adjusted to relieve tension.1.4 Frustrated systems with non-magnetic crystal ﬁeld ground states 26
1.4 Frustrated systems with non-magnetic crystal ﬁeld
ground states
A crucial factor in the study of the magnetic properties of rare earth systems is the
crystalline electric ﬁeld at the rare earth site, which determines the electronic states of
the ion. A pertinent example is the related elpasolite series A2BRX6 [32,55–60] (A,
B = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs; R is a rare earth; X = F, Cl), which contains an fcc lattice
of rare earth ions. It has been shown that CEF effects generally dominate those arising
from magnetic coupling. For non-Kramers ions the materials behave as Van Vleck
paramagnets with a non-magnetic ground state. While for Kramers ions the systems
order at low temperature. Calculations based on crystal ﬁeld theory gave reasonable ﬁts
to the measured magnetic susceptibility data [32,55,56] and optical spectra [58,59],
indicating that the magnetic behaviour is well explained by a model of uncoupled ions.
Bleaney is responsible for much of the early work on non-magnetic ground states
on unfrustrated materials [61]. He focuses on non-magnetic doublets, particularly those
labelled  3.
A study of TbBe13 around the same time [62] showed how the small separation
of the  3 doublet to a non-magnetic singlet (0.7 K) resulted in an induced moment
system responsible for the magnetic screw-type structure observed below 16 K. This
was reported as a unique case.
Another early example of relating frustration and CEF effects was in the frustrated
RMn2 compounds [63]. In this system there is instability in the antiferromagnetism. It
is proposed that along with frustration the CEF leads to instability in which magnetic
and non-magnetic sites coexist, as revealed by differing distances between the Mn-Mn
distances.1.5 Spin-charge frustrated systems 27
Tb2Ti2O7 has been studied widely in terms of frustration due to its lack of ordering
down to low temperature with the ground state described as a spin liquid. Molavian et
al., however, argue that it can also be described as a quantum spin ice with virtual crystal
ﬁeld excitations in a non-ineracting tetrahedral model leading to non-trivial interactions
in this frustrated system [64].
Recent work on PrAu2Si2 found that dynamical ﬂuctuations of CEF levels destabi-
lized the induced moments created from the non-magnetic GS and magnetic ﬁrst excited
level and frustrate the development of long range order [65]. As a result the system goes
through a spin glass transition despite the crystal structure being completely ordered. A
large distribution of exchange interactions and the small energy gap between the GS
and ﬁrst excited CEF level is postulated to result in this novel behaviour. It is known
frustration can result from lattice or structural disorder but this is the ﬁrst evidence of
frustration being caused by dynamical ﬂuctuations at a phase boundary.
Neutron scattering, susceptibility and speciﬁc heat investigations on Pr3In suggested
that the antiferromagnetic order which occurs at 12 K arises from an induced moment in
the non-magnetic singlet ground state [66]. A non-magnetic  3 ground state is known
to play a role in non-magnetic heavy Fermion behaviour [67] and the phenomenon of
enhanced nuclear magnetism [68].
Thus, a careful study of model frustrated systems with  3 ground states would seem
to be an interesting avenue by which to explore frustration.
1.5 Spin-charge frustrated systems
1.5.1 Introduction to spin-charge frustration
The investigation of frustrated systems arising purely from the geometry of local spin
interactions on a regular lattice has been considered above. The effect of charge frustra-1.5 Spin-charge frustrated systems 28
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Figure 1.5: Charge frustration: (Left) If there are two differently charged ions then
there is competition as to where to place the charges to minimise electrostatic interac-
tions. This example shows a positive and negative charge competition, but it is equally
prevalent for charges of the same sign, for example one ion with charge 2+ and one with
charge 3+. Either of these cases leaves a charge imbalance associated with the triangle.
(Right) Possible charge ordering on a triangular lattice.
tion allows a further avenue in which to explore this phenomenon. Charge frustration
describes the situation in which, due to the symmetry of the crystal structure, it is not
possible to minimize all local electrostatic interactions between neighboring ions.
As with geometrical magnetic frustration, charge frustration is prevalent on trian-
gular lattices, as is shown in ﬁgure 1.5. Although the overall charge will sum to zero
charge frustration effects become important if a lattice is formed of a triangular layer.
This leads to local competition if there is an equal number of differently charged ions
as to where they will be placed on the lattice. It is possible to arrange the ions in such
a way as to minimize the electrostatic interactions, such as having alternative stripes of
the same charged ions, as in ﬁgure 1.5(right). However, in real systems there will be
other competing effects. If one of these effects is geometric magnetic frustration then
the system will be “spin-charge” frustrated, i.e. there is competition between spin and
charge ordering leading to degeneracies of both [69]. The importance of charge order
has been highlighted in recent work on the pyrochlores [70,71].1.5 Spin-charge frustrated systems 29
1.5.2 An example of a spin-charge frustrated system: LuCuGaO4
Structure of LuCuGaO4
a
c
b
Lu
O
Cu/Ga
Figure 1.6: (Left) Overall structure of LuCuGaO4 with the double layers of Cu2+ and
Ga3+ separated along the c-axis by Lu3+ ions. (Right) The Lu ions are situated between
thebilayersdirectlyabove(orbelow)thetrianglesformedbytheCu/Gaions, suggesting
the c-position of the Lu ion is directly controlled by the ordering on the bilayers.
The structure of LuCuGaO4 is shown in ﬁgure 1.6. LuCuGaO4 is a member of the
series R3+M2+M03+O4 where R is a small rare earth such as Yb3+ or Lu3+, and M
and M0 are late 3d transition metals such as Fe2+ and Fe3+ or Cu2+ and Ga3+. M and
M0 can either both be magnetic ions (non-dilute case) or a mixture of magnetic and
non-magnetic ions (dilute case). The crystal structure has the space group R3m. The1.5 Spin-charge frustrated systems 30
transition metal ions form double layers of M(0)O5 triangular bipyramids connected by
triangular layers of RO6 octahedra. The R3+ ions lie at the centre of distorted octahedra
of O2  ions, directly above and below the centre of triangles of transition metal ions.
Observed down the c-axis the cation bilayers show a kagom´ e geometry, see Fig. 1.7.
This geometry is expected to result in LuCuGaO4 being a spin-charge frustrated system.
c a
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Figure 1.7: The bilayers of Cu2+ and Ga3+ triangular nets viewed along various direc-
tions showing nearest neighbour interactions in and between the layers.
Previous investigations of LuCuGaO4 and related compounds
Cava et al. carried out ac and dc-susceptibility measurements on LuCuGaO4 [72].
W =  69 K was reported with no ordering down to 2 K, strongly suggesting a highly
frustrated system. The ac-susceptibility and speciﬁc heat results showed a broad peak
around 0.4 K which was attributed to a spin glass transition in ref. [72], however this
thesis questions this conclusion. There is no other information in the literature regarding1.5 Spin-charge frustrated systems 31
the magnetic properties of LuCuGaO4.
Several combinations of related materials with M and M0 have already been studied.
An extensive literature exists concerning LuFe2O4 where charge order between Fe2+
and Fe3+ is possible and is thought to underlie the multiferroicity [73,74]. Numerous
examples are known where the two cations are different and their ordering is therefore
frustrated. As well as LuCuGaO4, YbMFeO4 (M = Mg, Fe, Co, Cu), YbCuGaO4,
LuMFeO4 (M = Zn, Fe, Co, Cu) and LuCoGaO4 have all been studied [72,75–85].
Structurally all are characterised as having M and M0 randomly distributed on the bi-
layers. With the exception of RCuGaO4 (R = Yb, Lu) all these materials exhibit a
splitting of ﬁeld cooled and zero ﬁeld cooled magnetic susceptibilities at temperatures
of the order 20 K (and in some cases considerably more) indicative of freezing or spin
glass transitions.
There was no indication of long range magnetic order in previous neutron diffraction
studies on this series, however extra scattering was observed for LuCuFeO4, LuZnFeO4
and LuCoGaO4 in a broad peak around 1.28 ˚ A 1 in Q at 11 K [72]. There is no mention
of similar scattering in LuCuGaO4, however this could be due to the small magnetic
moment of Cu2+.
Polarised neutron powder diffraction, along with standard neutron diffraction, was
carried out on YFe2O4 [86]. Low angle magnetic scattering, which could not be indexed
to a long range structure, was again observed. This, interestingly, suggests that the main
magnetic features for dilute and non-dilute triangular layers are the same [85].
The dilute case of triangular layers in this series has been most extensively investi-
gated for LuFeMgO4 [77–81]. A peak around 1.25 ˚ A 1 in Q from neutron scattering has
been modelled to short range two dimensional magnetic correlations by Wiedenmann et1.6 Aims of the present work 32
al. using the following neutron cross section [77]:
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where F 2(Q) is the form factor, Ci is the number of spins connected to a given spin at
a distance ri and the coefﬁcients ai and bi describe the correlations between the spins.
It is suggested that the random dilution of cations leads to the formation of clusters
resulting in two types of site for the magnetic cation: (i) those lying in the body of
clusters and having close to the full complement of magnetic neighbours, and (ii) those
lying on extended branches of clusters and having just one or two neighbours [77,78,
80,81].
The spins in category (i) are highly frustrated while the spins in category (ii) have
their frustration minimized due to having the number of nearest neighbours limited.
From Monte Carlo studies this distribution of spins matched most accurately the exper-
imental susceptibility, speciﬁc heat and neutron scattering results available. The idea of
clusters has been introduced for LuFe2O4 from early neutron scattering studies [74,87].
2D spin-glass like ferrimagnetic order is observed and explained due to clusters of dif-
ferent sizes within the triangular layers, this will be investigated further in chapter 5.
1.6 Aims of the present work
This thesis will investigate frustration in magnetic oxides. This chapter has served as an
introduction to the general concepts used in this investigation. The main experimental
techniques and instruments used are introduced in chapter 2. The present work was mo-
tivated by various aspects of geometrical frustration, already discussed. The rare earth
double perovskites have the signature of frustration and their similarity to the highly
frustrated rare earth pyrochlore series points towards interesting and novel behaviour.1.6 Aims of the present work 33
Various aims need to be met to investigate this further:
 ConﬁrmcrystalstructuredowntolowtemperatureforBa2HoSbO6 andBa2ErSbO6.
 Measure magnetic correlations through neutron scattering.
 Solvethecrystalﬁeldlevelschemeandusethistopredictexperimentalproperties.
These will be carried out in chapter 3.
Charge frustration and geometric magnetic frustration are investigated in chapter
4 through an experimental study of LuCuGaO4. It has been previously predicted to
undergo a spin glass transition around 0.4 K, this will be tested through:
 Structural characterisation and susceptibility to conﬁrm previously reported re-
sults.
 Lowtemperaturepolarisedandinelasticneutronscatteringtoinvestigatemagnetic
correlations.
 SR to investigate the local spin correlations and compare to the neutron results.
Finally, a novel SR technique is introduced. The effectiveness of the technique is
tested through a calibration experiment and numerical simulation of the results. Results
fromanexperimentonafrustratedmagneticoxideusingthistechniquewillbepresented
in chapter 5.Chapter 2
Experimental Techniques
2.1 Neutron scattering
2.1.1 The neutron as a probe
Chadwick discovered the neutron in 1932 [88]. The de Broglie wavelength for thermal
neutrons is  = h
mnv = 1:8 ˚ A, where the velocity, v, is taken as 2.2 km/s and the neutron
mass is mn = 1:675  10 27 kg [89]. The temperature is given by T = (mnv2)=2kB =
293 K. The wavelength corresponds to typical interatomic distances. The neutron is un-
chargedwhichallowsittopenetratedeepintomatterwithoutbeingaffectedbyCoulomb
forces, instead scattering from the nucleus through the strong nuclear force. The neu-
tron also carries an intrinsic magnetic moment of n = 1:913N which means it can
be used to obtain magnetic information by interacting with unpaired electrons through
magnetic dipole forces. The neutron is therefore ideal for studying magnetic condensed
matter systems and numerous texts describe neutron scattering thoroughly [89–92].
2.1.2 Production of neutrons and delivery to instruments
Neutron scattering experiments are carried out at large scale facilities of two general
kinds: reactor and spallation sources.
The Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) is located in Grenoble, France. It is a reactor
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source and works through nuclear ﬁssion to produce neutrons (n) in the chain reaction:
235U + n ! Kr + Ba + 2:5n
The neutrons produced have a spectrum of energies and wavelengths which can be con-
trolled by varying their temperatures to select the desired wavelength range, which fol-
lows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
ISIS is the leading pulsed neutron source and is located at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory near Oxford, UK. Pulses of protons from a synchrotron are collided with a
heavy metal target of tantalum with the production of around 30 neutrons per incident
proton.
2.1.3 Use of cross-sections to describe scattering
Consider an incoming beam of neutrons scattering from a sample due to interactions be-
tween the neutron and the nucleus as shown in ﬁgure 2.1. A neutron detector can mea-
sure the number of neutrons scattered into the known area of the detector and record
their energy. The distance of the counter from the target is large compared to the di-
mensions of the counter and the target so the area, d
, is well deﬁned. This angular
dependence of the scattering process can be deﬁned by:
d
d

=
number of scattered particles into d

ﬂux  time  d

(2.1)
The measured energy can be taken into account through the partial differential cross-
section:
d2
d
dE
=
number of scattered particles into d
 with energy transfer dE
ﬂux  time  d
  dE
(2.2)
Consideringthestateofthesystembeforeandaftertheneutronscatteringusingi ! f
to represent the scattering system and ki ! kf for the neutron, and applying Fermi’s2.1 Neutron scattering 36
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a neutron scattering experiment. The neutron beam is scattered
from a sample and the resultant scattering cross-section in the direction (;) detected
at a detector which can be used to gain information about the sample.
golden rule to equation 2.1 for the transition between the states gives:

d
d


i!f
=
kf
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 m
2~2
2
jhkffjV jkiiij (2.3)
wheremisthemassoftheneutronandV isthepotentialfortheneutron-nucleussystem.
The next step is to consider a particular kf. This is done by considering for ﬁxed ki,
i and f for the very narrow range of jkfj values for which transitions are probable.
This kf is inserted into equation 2.3 and as a result all the scattered neutrons detected in
the cross section have the same energy. The new expression for the partial differential2.1 Neutron scattering 37
cross-section is:
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where the subscript on the energy E denotes the initial and ﬁnal energies of the sys-
tem () and the neutron (k) with the initial and ﬁnal energies of the combined system-
neutron being equal. The interaction potential, V , is the sum of the nuclear part arising
from the interaction of the neutron with the nucleus and magnetic potential arising from
the interaction of the neutron with the magnetic ﬁeld of unpaired electrons through
dipolar forces. These are given by:
Vnucl: =
2~2
mn
X
j
bj(rj) (2.5)
Vmag: =  ~^ s:B (2.6)
where b is known as the scattering length and varies between nuclei, so is different for
different isotopes of the same element, and also depends on the spin state of the nucleus-
neutron system. ^ s is the operator of the neutron spin and B is the magnetic ﬁeld in the
sample.
2.1.4 Scattering from a single nucleus
The use of cross-sections applies generally to any kind of scattering. The case of scatter-
ing from a single ﬁxed nucleus can be described by considering the incoming neutron,
deﬁned along the z-axis, as a plane wave described by the wavefunction:
 i = exp(ikiz) (2.7)
After interacting with the nucleus the scattered neutrons, whose wavelength of 10 102.1 Neutron scattering 38
θ
2θ
ki kf
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Q = τ
ki
kf
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Bragg diffraction showing the incoming neutrons scattering from the
nuclei within the crystal. (b) Reciprocal space representation of neutron scattering. For
diffraction to occur the scattering vector Q must equal a reciprocal lattice vector .
m is much larger than the nucleus size of 10 14 m, are spread out spherically symmet-
rically around the nucleus and can be described by:
 i =  
b
r
exp(ikfr) (2.8)
In this case ki = kf since the energy of the neutron is too small to change the internal
energy of the nucleus and the scattering is therefore elastic. r is the position of the
scattered neutron.
2.1.5 Nuclear Bragg scattering
Figure 2.2(a) shows the case of Bragg diffraction from planes in a crystal separated by a
distance d. The scattering system can be deﬁned as having dimension (in direct space):
r = n1a + n2b + n3c (2.9)
The incoming neutrons are considered as plane waves and have a wavelength of
 = 2=jkj, where ki = kf = jkj. Braggs law for diffraction is given by:
n = 2dsin (2.10)2.1 Neutron scattering 39
where  is shown in ﬁgure 2.2(a) and n is an integer resulting in wavelengths separated
by an integer number combining constructively.
Figure 2.2(b) shows the reciprocal lattice. The reciprocal lattice is deﬁned with
respect to the direct space lattice as:
a
 =
2
v0
b  c; b
 =
2
v0
c  a; c
 =
2
v0
a  b (2.11)
where a;b and c are unit vectors of the nuclear cell and v0 is the volume of the unit
cell given by v0 = a:(b  c). The reciprocal lattice vectors of the unit cell are denoted
by a, b and c. The direct lattice and the reciprocal lattice are related as a fourier
transform pair.
For scattering to be observed the scattering vector Q must be equal to a reciprocal
lattice vector , i.e. Q = ki kf = . If Q 6=  then no coherent scattering is observed
and therefore there is no scattering intensity.
The intensity of the elastically scattered neutrons is given by:

d
d


nuc: el:
= N
(2)3
v0
X

(Q   )jFN(Q)j
2 (2.12)
where N is the number of unit cells and FN is known as the structure factor. So for a
particular material IN / jFN(Q)j2. The structure factor is given by:
FN(Q) =
X
j
bj exp(2iQ:rj)exp( Wj) (2.13)
where the sum is over all j atoms and exp( Wj) is the Debye-Waller factor which takes
into account the thermal motion of the atom.
In real scattering systems there is generally a variable scattering length at different
sites due to nuclear spins or isotopes. This results in the cross section being separated
into coherent and incoherent terms.2.1 Neutron scattering 40
Coherent scattering depends on the correlation between the positions of the same
nucleus at different times, and on correlations of different nuclei at different times. The
result is interference effects. The coherent scattering depends on the average scattering
length, assuming no correlation between position and scattering length. The coherent
scattering is observed as intensity or Bragg peaks. They are either given as a function
of 2, Q or d. These are related by:
Q =
4 sin

=
2
d
(2.14)
Incoherent scattering only depends on the correlation of the positions of the same
nucleus at different times. It does not give rise to interference effects. The incoherent
scattering is due to the random distribution of deviations of the scattering lengths from
the mean value.
2.1.6 Magnetic scattering
For the purposes of this work magnetic scattering can be considered in much the same
way as the nuclear scattering described above with only the need to alter a few param-
eters. The total scattering from a sample, as a function of Q, is given as the sum of
nuclear and magnetic components:
d
d
total
=
d
d
nuc:
+
d
d
mag:
(2.15)
d
d
mag: has the same form as equation 2.12 but now k is introduced to describe the
magnetic order:

d
d


mag:
= N
(2)3
v0
X

X
k
(Q      k)jFM(Q)j
2 (2.16)
k is known as the propagation vector of the magnetic structure or k-vector. If k =
(0;0;0) then the magnetic and nuclear Bragg peaks will lie on top of each other. If2.2 Neutron scattering instruments 41
k 6= (0;0;0) then there can be magnetic peaks at different positions to the nuclear
peaks.
For magnetic scattering from a particular system IM / jFM(Q)j2, where FM(Q) is
given by:
FM(Q) = F(Q)
X
j
m?j exp(2iQ:rj) (2.17)
m?j is the magnetic component of the ordered moment perpendicular to Q on the jth
atom in the unit cell and F(Q) is known as the magnetic form factor. The magnetic
form factor arises due to the magnetic moment being spread out over an atom. The
form factor is present for all magnetic systems regardless of the presence of magnetic
ordering or otherwise.
2.2 Neutron scattering instruments
2.2.1 The MARI spectrometer at ISIS
MARI is an inelastic neutron scattering instrument situated at ISIS [93]. It can han-
dle incident neutron energies of 8 to 1000 meV. The neutron beam from the moderator
passes through three choppers. These are the nimonic chopper which rotates at 25-
100 Hz. This suppresses the prompt neutron pulse from the protons that hit the target.
These high energy neutrons would thermalise in the spectrometer resulting in a sloping
background on the data. The 5-50 Hz disc chopper suppresses the ﬂux of fast delayed
neutrons that form the majority of the background when running with a depleted ura-
nium target. Finally the required neutron energies are selected by the Fermi chopper
which rotates with frequencies between 50 and 600 Hz.
The instrument has a high resolution of 1-2 % of the incoming energy. The 3He
detector banks cover a range of 3 to 153 allowing a large range of (Q;E) space.2.2 Neutron scattering instruments 42
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the MARI spectrometer located at ISIS. M1, M2 and M3
corresponds to the monitors, with the distances between each monitor and the moderator
accurately known.
The energies of the scattered neutrons are determined by the time taken to reach the
detectors. There are currently a large amount of detectors (922) allowing the large
coverage and these are split into 8 different “arms” or banks with an additional assembly
of low angle banks. The data from these separate banks can be analysed along with a
combination of all detectors.2.2 Neutron scattering instruments 43
2.2.2 The GEM diffractometer at ISIS
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the GEM diffractometer banks surrounding the
sample. GEM contains 6 separate banks allowing a large range of scattering angles to
be followed. Figure reproduced from ref. [94].
The General Materials diffractometer (GEM) is a high intensity and high resolution
instrument at the pulsed neutron source of ISIS. The instrument and examples of its use
are described in ref. [95] and on the GEM website [94]. GEM has six detector banks of
zinc sulphide scintillators covering a large angle of 6 to 169. This means it lends itself
well to magnetic scattering studies in the low angle banks and structural characterisation
through the large amount of nuclear Bragg peaks in the high angle banks.
GEM has a similar nimonic chopper to MARI to remove the prompt pulse of neu-
trons which comes from the neutron source and disc choppers for restricting and setting
the wavelength range and therefore preventing overlap.2.2 Neutron scattering instruments 44
2.2.3 IN4 at the ILL
Figure 2.5: Schematic of the IN4 spectrometer located at the ILL. Figure reproduced
from ref. [96].
IN4 is located at the ILL [96]. It is a time of ﬂight spectrometer with a neutron
energy range of 10-100 meV. A schematic of the instrument is shown in ﬁgure 2.5. The
background choppers eliminate fast neutrons and gamma rays that cause background
noise. The monochromator is an assembly of 55 copper crystals and selects the neutron
energy. A Fermi chopper rotating at 40000 rpm transmits short pulses of the monochro-
mated neutrons to the sample. The TOF for the neutrons between the chopper and the
sample is accurately measured by the instruments electronics. 3He detector banks cover
angles up to 120 and record the scattering in S(Q;!).2.2 Neutron scattering instruments 45
Figure 2.6: Schematic of the D1A diffractometer located at the ILL. Figure reproduced
from ref. [97].
2.2.4 D1A at the ILL
The high resolution two-axis diffractometer D1A is located at the ILL [97]. It is ideally
suited to structural characterisation work due to its near perfect Gaussian peak shape in
the range 30 to 150 giving reliable information in as little as 2 hours. The wavelength
range is 1.39 to 2.99 ˚ A. This is selected by a monochromator consisting of 30 Ge
crystals, 30 mm in height. The optimum wavelength for this instrument is 1.911 ˚ A. The
instrument has a bank of 25 high efﬁciency collimators and 3He detectors.2.2 Neutron scattering instruments 46
Figure 2.7: Schematic of the D7 polarised neutron analyser located at the ILL. Figure
reproduced from ref. [98].
2.2.5 The D7 polarised neutron analyser at the ILL
The D7 instrument, located at the ILL, performs so called “xyz” polarisation analysis.
This unambiguously separates the total scattering into a magnetic component, nuclear
component and spin incoherent component. The advantage of this is that any diffuse
scattering, which is generally not very intense compared to Bragg scattering and often
obscured by Bragg peaks, can be observed. Its operation and theory are described on
the ILL instrument website [98] and in ref. [99] and a schematic is shown in ﬁgure 2.7.
The instrument can operate at three different wavelengths of 3.1, 4.8 and 5.8 ˚ A with the
wavelengths being selected by the monochromator. The operating wavelength used in
thisworkwas4.8 ˚ AwhichgaveausableQrangeof0.5to2.5 ˚ A 1. Oncethewavelength2.3 The SR technique and instrumentation 47
is selected and higher orders of the wavelength are removed by the Be-ﬁlter the incident
neutron beam is polarized using supermirror benders, the polarization is assumed to be
inthez-directionthroughoutthisdiscussion. Theneutronsarethenﬂippedbytheﬂipper
for spin ﬂip analysis (SF) or left unchanged for non-spin ﬂip (NSF). The polarisation is
maintained by a guide ﬁeld. The polarized neutrons then pass through the sample which
will cause some of the spins to ﬂip. The scattered neutrons are then analysed by the
supermirrors and the 32 multi detectors in the x-y plane. A total of six measurments are
made due to measuring the SF and NSF in the x;y;z directions. These are denoted as
d
(x;y;z)
SF
d
 and
d
(x;y;z)
NSF
d
 and given by:
dmag:
d

=
dX
SF
d

+
dY
SF
d

  2
dZ
SF
d

or,
dmag:
d

= 2
dZ
SF
d

 
dX
SF
d

:
dY
SF
d

As the two combinations correspond to independent measurements, the magnetic dif-
ferential cross section is taken as their average.
By using a vanadium sample to normalise the measurements units of barn sr 1 for-
mula unit 1 can be obtained for the intensity of scattering.
2.3 The SR technique and instrumentation
2.3.1 Properties of the muon
Muons are elementary particles in the lepton family, with properties shown in table 2.1,
which can be used as a unique experimental tool by implantation inside the sample.
There are various books and articles describing the use of muons in condensed matter
[100–104].2.3 The SR technique and instrumentation 48
Charge +1
Mass 207me, 1
9mp
Spin 1
2
Lifetime 2.197 s
Magnetic moment 3.18 p
Gyromagnetic ratio  2 kHz/mT
Table 2.1: The basic properties of +.
Both + and   are used experimentally. For the study of magnetic condensed
matter systems + is most widely used and only + is considered in this thesis.
2.3.2 Production of muons
Muons are produced by cosmic rays but their intensity is too small for effective inves-
tigations and their velocity too high to stop within standard sample sizes for condensed
matter studies. The large scale production of muons began in the 1950s. Muons are
produced in the following reaction chain:
p + p  ! p + n + 
+

+  ! 
+ + 
The production works by ﬁring a high energy proton beam at a target of a light
element, usually graphite. This leads to various reactions with the one of importance
here producing a proton (p), neutron (n) and pion (+).
Due to conservation of momentum the muon and neutrino produced from the pion
decay have equal and opposite momentum. Since the pion has zero spin the muon spin
must be equal and opposite to the neutrino spin ( indicates a neutrino with the subscript
deﬁning which lepton the neutrino is associated with). A fundamental property of the
neutrino is that its spin is aligned anti-parallel to its momentum, causing the muon spin
to be similarly oriented. Therefore stationary pions are selected resulting in a 100% spin2.3 The SR technique and instrumentation 49
polarized beam of spin-1
2 muons.
The muon then undergoes the following decay:

+  ! e
+ +  + e
Due to parity violation, which is a consequence of the decay involving the weak inter-
action, the decay positrons (e+) are distributed asymmetrically with respect to the muon
polarization, being emitted preferentially in the direction of the muon spin.
2.3.3 Using muons as a probe: SR
Muons are used in the investigation of matter through SR, the general label used to
cover muon spin rotation, resonance and relaxation. In all instances SR relies on the
basic properties of the muon which allow (i) the high degree of spin polarization of the
muons which remains unaffected by the implantation process and (ii) the asymmetry
of the muon decay preferentially in the spin direction allowing the polarization to be
analysed.
A schematic SR experimental arrangement is shown in ﬁgure 2.8. A spin-1
2 polar-
ized beam of + particles is implanted into the sample. The implanted + will reside at
an area of high negative charge. In metals the + will reside at an interstitial site due to
the negative conduction electrons. Alternatively the muon can pair with an electron to
form a muonium (Mu) “atom”.
The + undergo a precession governed by their response to either a local magnetic
ﬁeld within the sample or to an externally applied ﬁeld in the transverse or longitudinal
direction (Hlocal). The angular frequency of this Larmor precession is given by:
! = B; (2.18)
The gyromagnetic ratio for the muon is given by:  = ge=2m.2.3 The SR technique and instrumentation 50
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of a standard SR experiment. The muon polarization is antipar-
allel to the beams momentum. Each + decays into an e+ and is detected in one of the
two detectors.
While the muon is precessing in the material it will decay into a positron. The
positron is emitted in the direction of the + spin and is detected in one of the for-
ward or backward detectors, see ﬁgure 2.8. The number of detected e+ particles for
the forward, Nf(t), or backward, Nb(t), detectors can be used to gain information
about the local magnetic ﬁelds. Summed together Nf(t) and Nb(t) recover the ex-
pected exponential form for radioactive decay of the form Nb(t) + Nf(t) = Ntotal(t) =
N(0)total exp( t=). An asymmetry function given by the expression:
A(t) =
Nb(t)   Nf(t)
Nb(t) + Nf(t)
; (2.19)
where  is an instrumental parameter, is used to ﬁnd information about the time evo-
lution of the implanted + beam. Any ﬁeld surrounding the muons alters the Larmor
precession frequency of the muon and the resultant relaxation envelope, manifested in
the asymmetry function from the emitted positron, is used to measure magnetic proper-
ties on the time scales of nano to microsecond dynamics.2.3 The SR technique and instrumentation 51
2.3.4 Implantation of muons
In a standard SR experiment muons are implanted in high intensity beams directly into
the sample under investigation with an energy of 10 MeV. The muon has a lifetime
of  = 2:2 s and decays after a time t with a probability proportional to exp( t=),
deﬁning the timescales SR is applicable. Through ionising atoms, scattering with
electrons and then ﬁnally electron capture and loss in the sample the muons reduce their
energy down to a few hundred eV. These processes involve electrostatic interactions
and hence leave the muons spin largely unaffected by the implantation process. The
timescale for this is the order of 10 9 s.
TheBetheformuladescribestheenergylossbyionization, whichisthemainprocess
involved in the stopping of muons in the sample.
 
dE
dx
= 4NAr
2
emec
2
Z
A
1
2

ln

2me2v2
I

  
2

(2.20)
where re = 2:817  10 13 m,  = v
c, I = mean ionisation energy, A = atomic weight
of sample,  = density of sample and  = 1 p
1 2.
The muons range is thus dictated by the material which it is implanted in to, but as
a rough guide a value for the muon range is given as 100 mg.cm 2 of material, which
is equivalent to about 1 mm of water or 500 m of silicon [104]. Each review on SR
points out that there inevitably is damage to the sample due to the implantation of the
muons. The general consensus is that the muons cause initial damage to the sample
when entering, but eventually reside in an area that is well away from any damage.
Since the muon is a local magnetic probe then it is argued that it does not feel the effects
from any damage that it has caused in the sample. The number of muons injected in
a given measurement is also much less than the number of atoms in the sample and
hence this is also believed to limit any effects of damage caused. There does not appear,2.3 The SR technique and instrumentation 52
however, to be any detailed studies to prove or disprove these beliefs.
2.3.5 SR instrument used in the present work: MuSR
Figure 2.9: Photograph of the MuSR instrument showing the 32 forward detector banks.
Figure reproduced from ref. [105].
TheMuSRinstrumentislocatedatthepulsedmuonsourceatISIS[105]. Aschematic
of the instrument is shown in ﬁgure 2.8 and a photograph in ﬁgure 2.9. ISIS is currently
the world’s most intense source of pulsed muons. They are produced by the collision
of 800 MeV protons on a thin graphite target. The muons produced are 100% spin-
polarised and this polarisation is maintained through to implantation into the sample.
The MuSR instrument uses positive muons with an incident energy of 26.5 MeV/c and
an intensity of 4  105+=s. The beam size has an adjustable 7-15 mm FWHM. It has
64 scintillator detector segments in two circular arrays of 32 detectors for forward and
backward scattering. MuSR can be used for zero ﬁeld, longitudinal ﬁeld and transverse
ﬁeld investigations in ﬁelds of 0 - 0.2 T.Chapter 3
Neutron scattering investigations of
Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er)
As discussed in section 1.3 the rare earth double perovskites are candidates for a new
three dimensional model geometric frustrated system. Neutron scattering investigations
of Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 under various temperatures have been performed to in-
vestigate their magnetic properties.
3.1 Powder sample synthesis of Ba2HoSbO6
and Ba2ErSbO6
The powder samples of Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 were prepared by G. C. Lau and
R. J. Cava et al. at Princeton University [26]. The starting materials were BaCO3,
Sb2O5 and Ho2O3 or Er2O3 for each variant. Stoichiometric mixtures of these powders
were mixed in an agate mortar and heated in air in dense, high-purity Al2O3 crucibles.
The samples were heated at 1400 C for a total of 48 hours with several intermediate
grindings. Approximately 11 grams of Ba2HoSbO6 and 15 grams of Ba2ErSbO6 were
produced.
533.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 54
3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K
Neutron diffraction measurements were performed at the ISIS pulsed neutron source
using the high intensity and high resolution diffractometer GEM. This instrument is
detailed in section 2.2.2. The zero ﬁeld results were used to conﬁrm the low temperature
structures of Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6.
The temperatures chosen to carry out the neutron diffraction were 20 K, which lies
well within the paramagnetic regime, and 1.5 K, the lowest temperature accessible with
the experimental arrangement. If the nuclear structure remains unchanged then any
change in scattering between 20 K and 1.5 K can be attributed to the development of
magnetic correlations.
3.2.1 Diffraction results at 20 K for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6
To verify the crystal structure of the powder samples the diffraction proﬁle obtained at
20 K was reﬁned using the GSAS rietveld reﬁnement programme and the separately
developed graphical user interface EXPGUI [106,107]. This method produces an ex-
pected diffraction pattern from various instrumental and structural parameters entered
by the user and compares it with the experimentally obtained results. The parameters
can be allowed to be reﬁned by the programme and in this way the predicted diffraction
pattern and the experimentally obtained diffraction pattern can be compared by both
a 2 statistic, with generally the lower the value the better the model, and by visually
observing the difference of the calculated and experimental diffraction patterns.
Initial parameters for the crystal structure and position of the atoms were chosen
from the literature for Ba2HoSbO6 [26] and Ba2ErSbO6 [44].3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 55
Results for Ba2ErSbO6 at 20 K
TheresultsoftheGSASreﬁnementofthediffractiondataobtainedat20KforBa2ErSbO6
are shown in ﬁgure 3.1 and table 3.1. The good agreement of results used show that the
structure for Ba2ErSbO6 is cubic with the space group Fm3m. There are, however,
some Bragg peaks which are unindexed by the structural model used in GSAS and the
2 value is relatively high. This will be considered further when discussing the 1.5 K
data.
Fractional coordinates Thermal parameter (Uiso [˚ A2])
Ba 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.002(1)
Er 0 0 0 0.0009(6)
Sb 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.001(1)
O 0.263(2) 0 0 0.003(7)
a(= b = c) 8.39042(6) ˚ A
space group Fm3m
2 7.95(2)
Table 3.1: Parameters from GSAS reﬁnement at 20 K for Ba2ErSbO6.3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 56
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(c) GEM bank 4
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(d) GEM bank 5
Figure 3.1: [Ba2ErSbO6] GSAS reﬁnement of GEM powder diffraction of Ba2ErSbO6
at 20 K. The red crosses are the experimental data and the solid green line is the cal-
culated diffraction using the parameters in table 3.1. The black vertical ticks are the
calculated reﬂection points. The solid purple line is the difference between the calcu-
lated and experimental results. The banks refer to the various detector banks on the
GEM instrument which cover different scattering angles.3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 57
Results for Ba2HoSbO6 at 20 K
The powder diffraction results for Ba2HoSbO6 and the corresponding ﬁts are shown in
ﬁgure 3.2. The ﬁts were obtained using the parameters in table 3.2. Good agreement is
obtained in the ﬁts showing that Ba2HoSbO6 remains in the cubic space group Fm3m
at 20 K. Notice the much improved 2 compared with the Ba2ErSbO6 results.
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(a) GEM bank 4
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Figure 3.2: [Ba2HoSbO6] GSAS reﬁnement of GEM powder diffraction of Ba2Ho-
SbO6 at 20 K. The red crosses are the experimental data and the solid green line is
the calculated diffraction using the parameters in table 3.2. The black vertical ticks
are the calculated reﬂection points. The solid purple line is the difference between the
calculated and experimental results. The banks refer to the various detector banks on
the GEM instrument which cover different scattering angles.
Fractional coordinates Thermal parameter (Uiso [˚ A2])
Ba 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.001(2)
Ho 0 0 0 0.001(4)
Sb 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.001(2)
O 0.264(3) 0 0 0.004(1)
a(= b = c) 8.4017(7) ˚ A
space group Fm3m
2 4.778
Table 3.2: Parameters from GSAS reﬁnement at 20 K for Ba2HoSbO6.3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 58
3.2.2 Comparison of results at 20 K and 1.5 K for Ba2HoSbO6
The diffraction results for Ba2HoSbO6 at 20 K and 1.5 K are compared in ﬁgure 3.31.
There is no observable difference suggesting that Ba2HoSbO6 does not undergo mag-
neticorderingbetweenroomtemperatureand1.5K,whichagreeswiththesusceptibility
results from the literature [26].
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Figure 3.3: [Ba2HoSbO6] Comparison of neutron diffraction of Ba2HoSbO6 in the dif-
ferent detector banks of GEM at 20 and 1.5 K. There is no difference in scattering at the
two temperatures indicating no change in structure or development of magnetic corre-
lations.
1a.u. and arb. units denote arbitrary units throughout this thesis3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 59
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Figure 3.4: [Ba2HoSbO6] GSAS reﬁnement results for Ba2HoSbO6 at 1.5 K. The red
crosses are the experimental data and the solid green line is the calculated diffraction
using the parameters in table 3.3. The black vertical ticks are the calculated reﬂection
points. The solid purple line is the difference between the calculated and experimental
results.
Fractional coordinates Thermal parameter (Uiso [˚ A2])
Ba 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.001(5)
Ho 0 0 0 0.001(3)
Sb 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.001(1)
O 0.264(2) 0 0 0.004(4)
a(= b = c) 8.4017(4) ˚ A
space group Fm3m
2 4.997
Table 3.3: Parameters from GSAS reﬁnement for 1.5 K for Ba2HoSbO6.
The results of the GSAS reﬁnement for Ba2HoSbO6 are shown in ﬁgure 3.4 for 1.5
K using the parameters in table 3.3. Due to the similarity in scattering at 20 and 1.5
K these results closely match those of the reﬁnement carried out at 20 K and also are
in good agreement with the reﬁnement carried out at ambient temperature reported in
the literature [26]. It is therefore shown that the crystal structure of Ba2HoSbO6 does
not change between room temperature and 1.5 K. There are, however, some unindexed
peaks that occur at 1.5 and 20 K. Various impurity phases were considered within GSAS
and as a result, the following can be ruled out: Aluminium, Sb2O5, BaCO3, Ho2O3 and3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 60
Ba(Sb2O6). The unindexed peaks are believed to be an artefact of the GEM instrument
itself since experiments carried out at the same time on a different structure have similar
peaks.
3.2.3 Comparison of results at 20 K and 1.5 K for Ba2ErSbO6
The comparison of the diffraction results for Ba2ErSbO6 shows new peaks developing
between20Kand1.5K,ascanbeseeninﬁgure3.5. Thissuggeststhatthereismagnetic
order occurring in the powder sample, although the small size of the peaks suggest the
ordering is weak.
To verify the magnetic ordering temperature measurements were taken at 1.5, 2.0,
2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 K to follow the development of the magnetic order, as shown in
ﬁgure 3.6 for the peak around 0.84 ˚ A 1. The ordering is seen to occur around 3.5 K.
The ﬁrst deduction from these results is that Ba2ErSbO6 undergoes a transition to
magnetic order around 3.5 K. To conﬁrm if this is the case the new peaks have to be
matched to magnetic correlations of the Er3+ ion in Ba2ErSbO6. There is one Er3+ ion
per unit cell and the Er3+ ions form a fcc lattice and as such obey the reﬂection rules
for fcc symmetry, namely that peaks can occur for crystal planes with miller indices
(h;k;l) which are either all odd or all even. Applying these selection rules does not
give an expected peak at 0.84 ˚ A 1 or any multiples of 0.84 ˚ A 1. Attempting to ﬁnd a
model for the peaks using GSAS and SARAh [108], which allows all possible magnetic
structures to be searched for using a Monte Carlo simulation and applied to GSAS, also
did not produce any reasonable results.
This could be due to the magnetic structure being incommensurate with the nuclear
structure. As such the results were analysed using SARAh and Fullprof, which is a
similar reﬁnement programme to GSAS, but with the extra option of handling incom-3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 61
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Figure 3.5: [Ba2ErSbO6] Comparison of diffraction results obtained on GEM at 20 and
1.5 K for Ba2ErSbO6. Additional peaks which appear at 1.5 K are highlighted and these
are attributed the development of magnetic order.3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 62
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Figure 3.6: [Ba2ErSbO6] Development of magnetic order in the Ba2ErSbO6 powder
sample. The inset shows the order develops between 3.0 and 3.5 K. This corresponds to
the magnetic ordering temperature of Er2O3 of 3.4 K.
mensurate structures. Again no magnetic structures were found to match the extra peaks
at 1.5 K using a single phase model of Ba2ErSbO6.
The next possibility considered was that there was an impurity in the sample and
that this was responsible for the extra peaks observed at 1.5 K. The peak size being
so much smaller than the nuclear peaks (< 10%) also supports the idea that they are
due to an impurity since the large magnetic moment of Er3+ would be expected to give
peaks comparable, or larger, than nuclear peaks. The sample was prepared with starting
materials BaCO3, Er2O3 and Sb2O5. If these were not fully reacted then an impurity
phase could remain. Since Er2O3 is the only starting compound which could undergo a
magnetic transition it was investigated.
Results from the literature show that Er2O3 undergoes a magnetic transition at 3.4
K [109,110], corresponding to the temperature at which the additional peaks appear in3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 63
the neutron diffraction results. The magnetic structure has been solved previously [109]
and these results were used in GSAS in an attempt to index the magnetic peaks. The
structural parameters used for Er2O3 are shown in table 3.4. These correspond closely
to the starting structural parameters for Er2O3 used from the literature [109]. All the
additional peaks can be indexed to the Er2O3 magnetic structure, as is shown in ﬁgure
3.7. This is best seen with the two highlighted peaks at d = 7.48 ˚ A (Q = 0.84 ˚ A 1) and
d = 4.28 ˚ A (Q = 1.46 ˚ A 1) in the ﬁgure. Both these peaks appear around 3.5 K and can
only both be indexed by magnetic reﬂections of Er2O3.
Fractional coordinates Thermal parameter (Uiso [˚ A2])
Ba 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.002(1)
Er 0 0 0 0.0009(6)
Sb 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.001(1)
O 0.263(2) 0 0 0.003(7)
a(= b = c) 8.3904(3) ˚ A
space group Fm3m
Er1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.12(6)
Er2 0.979(2) 0 0.25 0.04(1)
O1 0.415(1) 0.131(1) 0.360(9) 0.02(2)
a(= b = c) 10.52(1) ˚ A
space group Ia3
2 8.669
Table 3.4: Parameters from GSAS reﬁnement for 1.5 K for Ba2ErSbO6 and Er2O3.
Note the high 2 is due to the magnetic component of Er2O3 not being ﬁtted to the
experimental results.3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 64
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Figure 3.7: [Ba2ErSbO6] GSAS reﬁnement of results for Ba2ErSbO6 at 1.5 K using
an additional impurity phase of Er2O3. The three reﬂection ticks from top to bottom
represent magnetic Er2O3, nuclear Er2O3 and nuclear Ba2ErSbO6 phases. The most
obvious magnetic peaks are circled and shown to be only all indexed by a magnetic
Er2O3 phase. The red crosses are the experimental data and the solid green line is the
calculated diffraction using the parameters in table 3.4. The solid purple line is the
difference between the calculated and experimental results.3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 65
Additionally adding this impurity phase to the reﬁnement carried out at 20 K, where
no magnetic order occurred, allowed the unindexed peaks to be ﬁtted to the nuclear
structure of Er2O3: see ﬁgure 3.8 and table 3.5. The 2 is also improved for the two
phase 20 K reﬁnement (decreasing from 7.952 to 5.834) showing the ﬁts obtained are
closer to the experimental data. As such the powder sample for Ba2ErSbO6 is found
to contain one impurity phase of Er2O3 with no suggestion of any other impurities.
These results conﬁrm that along with Ba2HoSbO6, Ba2ErSbO6 does not order between
ambient temperature and 1.5 K and the crystal lattice remains cubic with the point group
of the magnetic ion remaining cubic.
Fractional coordinates Thermal parameter (Uiso [˚ A2])
Ba 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.002(1)
Er 0 0 0 0.0009(6)
Sb 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.001(1)
O 0.263(2) 0 0 0.003(7)
a(= b = c) 8.3904(3) ˚ A
space group Fm3m
Er1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.01(1)
Er2 0.97(9) 0 0.25 0.04(1)
O1 0.41(5) 0.13(1) 0.36(1) 0.02(3)
a(= b = c) 10.52(1) ˚ A
space group Ia3
2 5.834
Table 3.5: Parameters from GSAS reﬁnement for 20 K for Ba2ErSbO6 and Er2O3. The
2 is improved compared to the single phase case indicating an improved ﬁt with the
model used.3.2 Neutron powder diffraction on GEM down to 1.5 K 66
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Figure 3.8: [Ba2ErSbO6] GSAS reﬁnement of results for Ba2ErSbO6 at 20 K using an
additional impurity phase of Er2O3. The two reﬂection ticks from top to bottom repre-
sent nuclear Er2O3 and nuclear Ba2ErSbO6 phases. The red crosses are the experimental
data. The solid green line is the calculated diffraction using the parameters in table 3.5.
The solid purple line is the difference between the calculated and experimental results.
The unindexed peaks are now ﬁtted to nuclear scattering of Er2O3.3.3 Polarised neutron analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 67
3.3 Polarised neutron analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho,
Er)
In order to gain further information into any onset of magnetic order the temperature
range of investigation was lowered to 60 mK. Since the magnetic correlations may be
subtle due to frustration of the spin interactions xyz polarized neutron diffraction was
carried out on D7 at the ILL, with the instruments operation being discussed in section
2.2.5.
3.3.1 Results from D7 for Ba2HoSbO6
Figure 3.9(a) compares the total scattering obtained at 5 K, 0.5 K and 60 mK on D7.
There is no difference in the total scattering as the temperature is varied suggesting no
magnetic correlations. However the power of the xyz polarised neutron analysis is that
it allows the magnetic scattering to be separated out from the total scattering. The total
scattering, separated nuclear component and magnetic component are shown in ﬁgure
3.9(b) for 60 mK. There is no evidence of magnetic order at 60 mK. The results from the
nuclear scattering show the expected Bragg peaks for Ba2HoSbO6. The peaks around
1.5 ˚ A 1 and 2.1 ˚ A 1 are due to the coherent nuclear scattering. These peaks can be
indexed for Ba2HoSbO6 at (2;0;0) and (2;2;0).
A comparison of the magnetic scattering between 5 K and 60 mK in ﬁgure 3.10
conﬁrms the lack of magnetic ordering. The magnetic component shows no sharp or
diffuse peaks which would be indicative of long or short range order down to 60 mK.
There is a clear drop off in magnetic intensity with increasing Q. Starting from
empirical analytical formulas and using relevant coefﬁcients [111] the magnetic form
factor for Ho3+ was produced and a least squares analyses was used to ﬁt this to the
neutron results for the magnetic component. The magnetic results are found to follow3.3 Polarised neutron analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 68
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Figure 3.9: [Ba2HoSbO6] Polarised neutron analysis from D7. (a) Total component of
scattering for Ba2HoSbO6 at 5 K, 0.5 K and 60 mK showing no change between tem-
peratures. (b) The total scattering at 60 mK is shown along with the separated magnetic
and nuclear components. No magnetic long or short range ordering is observed at 60
mK for Ba2HoSbO6.3.3 Polarised neutron analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 69
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Figure 3.10: [Ba2HoSbO6] Magnetic component of Ba2HoSbO6 from the xyz polarized
neutron diffractometer D7 at the ILL. No magnetic long or short range order is evident
and the jQj dependent scattering ﬁts the form factor for Ho3+ between 5 and 0.06 K.
the form factor of Ho3+ with no variation between 60 mK and 5 K. This would suggest
that Ba2HoSbO6 remains in the paramagnetic regime in this temperature range. This is
a surprising result given W   5 K [26].3.3 Polarised neutron analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 70
3.3.2 Results from D7 for Ba2ErSbO6
The total scattering observed on D7 for Ba2ErSbO6 is shown in ﬁgure 3.11(a). There
is a large magnetic peak around 1.5 ˚ A 1 and a peak at 0.84 ˚ A 1. These peaks can be
understoodwithconsiderationoftheseparatednuclearandmagneticscatteringshownin
ﬁgure 3.11(b) and the knowledge gained of the impurity phase of Er2O3 found from the
standard diffraction carried out on GEM. The peak at 0.84 ˚ A 1 is due to purely magnetic
scattering which develops between 4 K and 3 K. This peak matches that observed in the
GEM experiment and is due to the impurity phase of Er2O3. Similarly the small peak
observed in the magnetic scattering at 1.46 ˚ A 1 is at the expected position, and orders
at the expected temperature, for Er2O3. The large nuclear Bragg peak in the nuclear
scattering component is due to Ba2ErSbO6. The slight antisymmetry of the peak in
the total component and change in intensity with temperature in the total scattering in
ﬁgure 3.11(a) is due to the overlap of the magnetic peak of Er2O3 and the nuclear peak
of Ba2ErSbO6. From ﬁgure 3.11 there is no apparent diffuse scattering observed that
could be due to magnetic correlations of Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6.
A closer look at purely magnetic scattering is shown in ﬁgure 3.12. The two mag-
netic Bragg peaks at 0.84 ˚ A 1 and 1.46 ˚ A 1 are highlighted as being due to the impurity
phase of Er2O3. The D7 results suggest a two stage temperature induced phase transi-
tion, however this was due to changing the sample environment from an orange cryostat
to the dilution fridge without obtaining the correct background for deduction. Apart
from the two peaks due to the magnetic order from Er2O3 the results look very similar
to Ba2HoSbO6, i.e. there is no evidence of long or short range magnetic order. The mag-
netic scattering can be ﬁtted to the form factor for Er3+, as was done for Ba2HoSbO6.
The close agreement to the magnetic form factor shows that the neutron is measuring
magnetic moments, but they are not correlated.3.3 Polarised neutron analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 71
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Figure 3.11: [Ba2ErSbO6] (a) Total component of the nuclear scattering for Ba2ErSbO6.
(b) The nuclear and magnetic scattering is separated from the total scattering. It can be
seen that the nuclear and magnetic peaks are not centred at the same position. The
magnetic peaks have been found to be due to an impurity phase of Er2O3.3.3 Polarised neutron analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 72
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Figure 3.12: [Ba2ErSbO6] Magnetic component of Ba2ErSbO6 from the xyz polarized
neutron diffractometer D7 at the ILL. No magnetic long or short range order is evident
and the jQj dependent scattering ﬁts the form factor for Er3+ between 4 and 0.07 K. The
observed magnetic peaks are due to an impurity phase of Er2O3.
These results show unambiguously that there is no magnetic short or long range
order for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 down to 60 mK. They also conﬁrm there is no
structural change from cubic which will be useful in the following consideration.3.4 Crystal ﬁeld analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 73
3.4 Crystal ﬁeld analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er)
In this section crystal ﬁeld theory is reviewed and discussed in the context of the rare
earth double perovskites. A crystalline electric ﬁeld (CEF) analysis was carried out
on Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 at ISIS using the MARI spectrometer. In the setting
of frustration obtaining crystal ﬁeld parameters and ﬁnding the associated crystal ﬁeld
level scheme has proven to be extremely useful in explaining observed properties and
ground states adopted. One pertinent example is the crystal ﬁeld analysis carried out on
the rare earth pyrochlore Ho2Ti2O7 [25], discussed in section 1.2.
3.4.1 Crystalline electric ﬁeld theory
Crystalline electric ﬁeld theory was ﬁrst introduced by Bethe [112] and has proved
extremely valuable in explaining and predicting behaviour in condensed matter systems,
particularly where a rare earth ion is present. A review by Hutchings [113] goes through
the derivation of the crystalline electric ﬁeld and highlights the use of different notation
in crystal ﬁeld research. This is a common, although not insurmountable, hindrance
to the understanding and use of CEF values obtained in the literature. Hutchings sets
out to rectify this and it is the notation used in his review that will be employed in the
discussions here.
Crystal ﬁeld theory describes the effect of the surrounding electric ﬁeld from the
crystal on a particular ion. It does not take into account interactions between magnetic
ions, treating them as uncoupled single ions. When considering a magnetic ion which
is positively charged it is generally assumed to be surrounded by negative ions, such as
oxygen, with the surrounding charges causing a splitting of the free ion quantum states.
A point charge model is used where the crystal ﬁeld effects is treated as a perturbation
on the free ion wavefunctions and energy levels. The Hamiltonian for the crystal ﬁeld3.4 Crystal ﬁeld analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 74
can be written as:
HCEF =  jej
X
i
VCEF(ri): (3.1)
In the case of the rare earth ions it is the 4f electrons which experience the CEF and
hence the i sums over this shell. HCEF can be interpreted using the simple point charge
model to set up the potential VCEF(ri) felt by the ion due to the neighbouring charges in
the lattice. The resultant electrostatic potential is given by:
V (x;y;z) =
X
n
r
nnZn(x;y;z) (3.2)
where the coefﬁcients n are related to the charge distribution (r) through the follow-
ing relationship:
n =
4
2n + 1
Z
d
3r
(r)
rn+1Zn(x;y;z) (3.3)
Zn(x;y;z) are the tesseral harmonics expressed in Cartesian coordinates and tabu-
lated in Hutchings’ review [113]. Stevens’ “operator equivalents” method can be used,
in which the rules are laid out [114]. For rare earth ions the spin-orbit energy is much
larger than the CEF energy and hence it is generally sufﬁcient to just consider the lowest
J multiplet of the 4f shell. The “operator equivalent” method uses the fact that within a
manifold of states for which J is constant there are simple relations between the matrix
elements of potential operators and appropriate angular momentum operators. For ex-
ample consider a Cartesian function f(x;y;z) in the crystal ﬁeld Hamiltonian function
shown in equation 3.1. The operator equivalent is found by simply replacing x, y, and z
in the function
P
i f(x;y;z) with Jx, Jy and Jz, taking into account non-commutation.
The resultant operator has the same transformation properties under rotation as the po-
tential. The operators act on the 4f shell as a whole as opposed to x, y, and z in
f(x;y;z) which acts on each individual single electron wave function in the 4f shell.3.4 Crystal ﬁeld analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 75
Some examples of the method are shown here:
X
i
(x
2
i   y
2
i)  hr
2i[J
2
x   J
2
y] = hr
2iO
0
2 (3.4)
X
i
(3z
2
i   r
2
i)  hr
2i[3J
2
z   J(J + 1)] = hr
2iO
2
2 (3.5)
hrni are included as constants of proportionality which depend on the degree n of the
polynomial and on L;S and J. Hutchings includes complete tables of Om
n .
The operator equivalent Hamiltonian is generally written in one of the following
forms:
HCEF =
X
nm
B
m
n O
m
n (3.6)
or,
HCEF =
X
nm
A
m
n hr
nilO
m
n (3.7)
where Om
n are Stevens operators tabulated by Hutchings [113]. Bm
n (or Am
n ) are the CEF
parameters which can be obtained experimentally to predict the effect of the crystal ﬁeld
on the free ion states. The values can also be predicted by the use of, for example, the
point charge model, but this is of limited value.
ThesymmetryofthelatticeunderinvestigationdeterminestheformofHCEF through
non-zeroOm
n operators. ThemagneticionsHo3+ andEr3+ inBa2HoSbO6 andBa2ErSbO6
have the cubic point group symmetry of m3m. The treatment of HCEF in a cubic po-
tential is fully treated in Hutchings using the operator equivalent method and is given
by:
HCEF = B
0
4[O
0
4 + 5O
4
4] + B
0
6[O
0
6   21O
4
6]: (3.8)
Hence for cubic symmetry there are two CEF parameters B0
4 and B0
6 to determine.3.4 Crystal ﬁeld analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 76
3.4.2 Simpliﬁcation of CEF theory for cubic point symmetry
A convenient step, which allows for much easier analysis of experimental data, in ﬁnd-
ing values for the crystal ﬁeld parameters for ions with cubic point group symmetry is
to employ results obtained by Lea, Leask and Wolf (LLW) [115]. They tabulated nor-
malized eigenvectors and eigenvalues for all integer and half integer J values between
2 and 8 using all possible values of the ratio between the two crystal ﬁeld parameters
B0
4 and B0
6. In this way the problem of ﬁnding values for the crystal ﬁeld parameters in
cubic symmetry was reduced to a one-dimensional problem.
They achieve this by rewriting equation (3.8) in the following form:
HCEF = B
0
4F(4)
O0
4 + 5O4
4
F(4)
+ B
0
6F(6)
O0
6   21O4
6
F(6)
(3.9)
where F(4) and F(6) are constant factors for a particular J. To cover all the possible
values of the ratio between B4 and B6 LLW set:
B
0
4F(4) = Wx (3.10)
B
0
6F(6) = W(1   jxj) (3.11)
where  1  x  1 and W is introduced in these equations as an energy scale factor
between  1  W  1 for the crystal ﬁeld energy levels. LLW scanned through x
from -1 to 1 and produced tables of the eigenvectors. Diagrams of the eigenstates are
shown in ﬁgure 3.13, these show the CEF energy levels for the x values in the allowed
range of  1  x  1. The CEF parameters can then be found by scanning for possible
x values which match the pattern of the peaks from neutron spectroscopy, and then
applying an appropriate scaling value W. It can be predicted whether x and W are
positive or negative, thus giving a starting point for the likely energy level scheme. The
sign of W is determined by the sign of B0
6 and the sign of x is determined by the sign of
B0
4
B0
6. For a particular local coordination and J value the sign is tabulated in LLW [115].3.4 Crystal ﬁeld analysis of Ba2RSbO6 (R = Ho, Er) 77
Figure 3.13: [Figure reproduced from ref. [115]] The possible eigenvalues found by
LLW for the range of x and W values for J = 8 which corresponds to Ho3+ and for
J = 15/2 which corresponds to Er3+. These plots can be used to ﬁt intensity peaks
from neutron inelastic scattering experiments to predict crystal ﬁeld parameters and the
resultant energy levels.
The LLW method has been used successfully many times to predict structures in
various cubic systems, see for example [116–119]. A similar analysis was carried out
by Walter et al. to ﬁnd crystal ﬁeld parameters in lower than cubic symmetry [120].
Indeed this was employed by Rosenkranz et al. to ﬁnd the crystal ﬁeld parameters and
resultant structure of Ho2Ti2O7 [25].
Thereare, however, somelimitationsintheapplicationofcrystalﬁeldtheory. Namely
uncertaintyinthefreeionwavefunctionsandpossibleadmixturesofdifferentJ-manifolds
by the crystal ﬁeld. Although the calculations cannot be considered to be exact, at the
very least they can be taken as a good ﬁrst approximation.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 78
3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neu-
tron scattering
3.5.1 Inelastic neutron scattering results and crystal ﬁeld analysis
Time of ﬂight (TOF) neutron inelastic scattering (INS) was carried out on polycrys-
talline samples of the rare earth double perovskites Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6. The
process involves scattering neutrons from the sample and measuring the transfer in en-
ergy which occurs. A transfer in energy occurs when the neutron induces excitations
between the different allowed crystal ﬁeld energy levels resulting in intensity in the
scattering observed in S(Q;!). Various scattering angles are used and the intensity and
energy transfer are measured to produce maps as shown in ﬁgure 3.14. These transitions
show up as peaks in intensity versus energy plots.
Figure 3.14: [Ba2HoSbO6] Inelastic neutron scattering obtained from MARI for Ba2-
HoSbO6 for an energy of 8 meV at 50 K. The inelastic scattering can be seen around 1
meV. The quantitative analysis relies on taking cuts along constant Q and E.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 79
3.5.2 Theory and rules for obtaining crystal ﬁeld levels from inelas-
tic neutron scattering results
The scattering cross section d2
d
dE for a transition from the initial state jii to the ﬁnal
state jfi in a single J multiplet containing N non-interacting magnetic ions is given
by [89,92]:
d2
d
dE
= N

1:91e2gj
2mc2
2
F
2(Q) 
kf
ki
X
i;f
Pi jhijJ?jfij
2 (Ei   Ef   E) (3.12)
This equation is valid for small Q and for unpolarized neutrons. It is this scattering
cross section that is measured in a neutron scattering experiment. There are some key
points that can be obtained from this equation. The energy of the CEF levels does
not depend on the value of ~Q (the momentum transferred from the neutron to the
sample) since the measurement is of a single ion cross-section. The intensity does
however depend on the magnetic form factor, F 2(Q). The scattering intensity between
two energy levels is given by the ratio of Pi jhijJ?jfij
2, where Pi is the occupational
probability described by Boltzmann statistics. The transition matrix element is obtained
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. Birgeneau listed these transition probabilities for the
f-electron J-multiplets in cubic crystal ﬁeld environments [121].
By taking intensity cuts at constant Q through energy or constant energy through Q
the results of the INS can be analysed. Qualitative information can be obtained from
these plots by considering the following rules regarding CEF excitations [25,117,119]:
1. The inelastic peak intensity decreases for ground state transitions as the temper-
ature is increased.
2. For transitions between the excited states the inelastic peaks increase in intensity
with increasing temperature as they become more populated at higher tempera-
tures.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 80
3. Crystal ﬁeld peaks are non-dispersive since they are single ion excitations, al-
though a dispersion may arise as a result of exchange coupling.
4. For a single transition peak at constant temperature the intensity should decrease
with increasing Q due to the magnetic form factor F 2(Q).
This last point allows a distinction to be made between phonon and crystal ﬁeld scatter-
ing since phonon scattering increases as jQj2.
It should also be noted that the occurrence of a peak in an INS experiment is due to
its matrix element value between the two levels of a transition. Transitions which have
zero matrix element will not be present in these plots.
3.5.3 Inelastic neutron scattering on the MARI spectrometer
The experiment was carried out at the ISIS pulsed neutron source using the MARI spec-
trometer instrument. This instrument is detailed in section 2.2.1. For Ba2HoSbO6 mea-
surements were taken for incident energies of 8 meV and 60 meV at 5, 15, 25, 50, 75,
100, 200 and 300 K. Ba2ErSbO6 measurements were taken at 5, 50, 100 and 200 K for
incident energies of 8, 35 and 75 meV.
Temperature variation of inelastic neutron scattering results
The rules for ﬁnding CEF levels can now be applied to the results obtained from INS
on MARI. Constant Q cuts are shown in ﬁgure 3.15 for Ba2HoSbO6. The variation
of the peaks with intensity can be used to assign whether the peaks are due to CEF
level transitions and whether it is for transitions between the ground state to the excited
state or between excited states. In this way possible CEF levels and energy gaps can
be postulated and then the LLW ﬁgures used to help in obtaining the true CEF level
scheme.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 81
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Figure 3.15: [Ba2HoSbO6] Intensity variation with energy at constant Q for inelastic
neutron scattering results obtained on MARI at the ISIS pulsed neutron facility. (a)
Initialneutronenergyof8meV.Twopeaksareobserved, labelled1and2. (b)Increasing
the incoming energy to 60 meV allows additional peaks to be identiﬁed, labelled 3,4 and
5.
There are two peaks numbered in ﬁgure 3.15(a). Peak 1 is centred around 0.9
meV and can be seen to decrease with increasing temperature and is therefore due to a
transition between the GS and an excited level. Peak 2 behaves differently, increasing
with increasing temperature. This suggests it is due to excited energy levels separated
by 2 meV. This could either mean that there is an energy level 2 meV above level 1 at
3 meV, or it is due to transitions between higher energy levels.
Figure 3.15(b) shows the results obtained for 60 meV. The large elastic peak ob-
scures peaks 1 and 2 . Peak 3 occurs around 12 meV and increases with increasing
temperature and is therefore due to transitions between excited levels separated by 12
meV. Peaks 4 and 5 occur around 40 meV and decrease with increasing temperature
so are assigned as GS to excited levels. There is a suggestion of a peak around 38 meV
which can be attributed to transitions between excited levels.
The outcome of inspecting the INS results as they vary with temperature is shown
in table 3.6. This analysis of the peaks was used to limit the possible areas in the LLW3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 82
Peak Aprrox. energy Peak size with Assignment
number (meV) increasing temp. of peak
1 0.9 Decrease GS to excited
2 2.0 Increase excited to excited
3 12 Increase excited to excited
4 40 Decrease GS to excited
5 42 Decrease GS to excited
Table 3.6: Assignment of inelastic peaks due to their variation with temperature for
Ba2HoSbO6.
Peak Aprrox. energy Peak size with Assignment
number (meV) increasing temp. of peak
i 3 Varies unassigned
ii 5 Decrease GS to excited
1 12 Decrease GS to excited
2 15 Decrease GS to excited
3 45 increase excited to excited
Table 3.7: Assignment of inelastic peaks due to their variation with temperature for
Ba2ErSbO6.
tables to be used as starting points for ﬁnding the CEF energy levels.
A similar analysis was carried out for Ba2ErSbO6, see ﬁgure 3.16. Figure 3.16(a)
shows the results for an incoming energy of 8 meV and appears ﬂat initially, but looking
at it with a lower intensity scale shows some peaks at i and ii . Peak ii behaves as a
CEF transition from GS to an excited level. But as with all peaks they have to be looked
upon with caution, using the knowledge that there is an impurity phase of Er2O3 and
noting the small size of the peak (the ﬁrst GS to excited state transition peak should be
large since it will be highly populated at 5 K). A literature search shows that there is
a CEF level at 5 meV for Er2O3 [122–124]. This would mean that caution must be
exercised if this peak is to be assigned to Ba2ErSbO6.
Figure 3.16(b) was obtained using an incident energy of 35 meV on MARI and
has peaks 1 and 2 around 13 and 15 meV which both decrease with increasing3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 83
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Figure 3.16: [Ba2ErSbO6] Intensity variation with energy at constant Q for inelastic
neutron scattering results obtained on MARI at the ISIS pulsed neutron facility for
Ba2ErSbO6. (a) Initial neutron energy of 8 meV. Two low intensity peaks are observed
at 3 and 5 meV. (b) Results for incoming energy of 35 meV shows two further peaks 1
and 2. (c) Increasing the energy further to 75 meV reveals a broad peak centred around
45 meV.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 84
temperature. These are attributed to GS to excited level transitions.
The results of incoming energy of 75 meV is shown in ﬁgure 3.16(c). Peaks 1 and
2 are merged together due to the lower resolution at higher energy. There is another
peak around 45 meV which increases with increasing temperature and is therefore due
to transitions between excited levels. This peak could therefore be due to a transition
between peaks 1 or 2 (or both) to excited levels around 60 meV. The results for
Ba2ErSbO6 are summarised in table 3.7.
A peak observed in inelastic neutron scattering can only be attributed to being due
to transitions between crystal ﬁeld energy levels if it follows F 2(Q), where F(Q) is the
form factor for the magnetic ion, due to rule 4 in section 3.5.2. The peaks were therefore
tested to ensure they were not due to other phenomena, such as phonons. The results for
Ba2HoSbO6 are shown in ﬁgure 3.17. All the peaks can be seen to be following F 2(Q)
and along with their temperature behaviour can be conﬁdently attributed as resulting
due to crystal ﬁeld transitions.
Similarly the peaks identiﬁed for Ba2HoSbO6 are shown in ﬁgure 3.18. They also
follow F 2(Q) and are attributed to CEF excitations during the INS experiment.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 85
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Figure 3.17: [Ba2HoSbO6] Variation of intensity against Q for constant energy from
inelastic neutron scattering for Ba2HoSbO6. The solid line is F 2(Q) for Ho3+.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 86
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Figure 3.18: [Ba2ErSbO6] Variation of intensity against Q for constant energy from
inelastic neutron scattering for Ba2ErSbO6. The solid line is F 2(Q) for Er3+.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 87
3.5.4 Using inelastic neutron scattering results to obtain the CEF
level scheme
Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 have the same structural symmetry, namely cubic space
group and cubic point symmetry. This means the LLW method of ﬁnding the crystal
ﬁeld parameters, discussed in section 3.4.1, is applicable. This reduced the problem of
varying the two crystal ﬁeld parameters to a linear problem of varying only the value of
x. Starting from the LLW plots in ﬁgure 3.13 all the possible x positions that could be
reasonably matched to the INS results where ﬁtted using the least squared ﬁtting pack-
age FOCUS obtained through ISIS [125]. This software reads in the experimental data
and then plots a ﬁt over the top using instrumental and experimental parameters. The
two CEF parameters B0
4 and B0
6 are free to be varied and these determine the position
and intensity of the peaks. Values for the predicted energy levels and the excitations are
outputted, along with the predicted eigenvectors.
3.5.5 Determining the CEF level scheme for Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6
Looking at the predicted energy levels for the J = 8 case it appears there might be
several regions which are candidates for the correct ﬁtting parameters, such as around
x =  0:5 with negative W, or around x = 0:9 with negative W. LLW provide pre-
dictions based on the point charge model as to what the sign of x and W should be. A
more reliable test is the fact that INS probes both the eigenvalues (i.e. the energy level
values) and the eigenfunctions which determine the intensity of the transitions. Hence
the predicted eigenfunctions for a set of parameters give out expected intensities at each
eigenvalue and this allows for a check of the parameters by looking at the experimental
intensities.
For Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6 the x = 0:761 position and intensity W =  0:0504 meV3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 88
(a) J = 8 (b) J = 15/2
Figure 3.19: LLW energy levels [115] for (a) J = 8 corresponding to Ho3+ in
Ba2HoSbO6 and (b) J = 15=2 corresponding to Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6. The blue lines
represents the x positions in LLW notation found to reproduce the experimental results
most accurately. The direction the arrow points shows the direction in which the energy
increases and hence gives the ordering of the CEF levels from lowest energy to high-
est. The arrow points in the opposite direction in the two plots indicating for Ho3+ the
ground state is  
(2)
3 whereas for Er3+ the ground state is  
(1)
8 , with the excited states
given by the arrow direction at ﬁxed x.
(area highlighted in ﬁgure 3.19(b)), where the negative deﬁnes the direction of the ver-
tical axes, was found to be the only one that matched the positions and intensities of the
crystal ﬁeld peaks. A good ﬁt to the observed data using the parameters for Ba2HoSbO6
was produced for all temperatures, as shown in ﬁgure 3.20.
The CEF parameters for Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6 are therefore found to be:
B
0
4 =  0:123  10
 2 meV
B
0
6 =  0:167  10
 5 meV
withanerrorof0:00710 2 meVand0:00710 5 meVonB0
4 andB0
6, respectively.
These CEF parameters provide a very powerful tool and will be used below to explain
the temperature and ﬁeld dependent neutron scattering behaviour reported here and to
predict further magnetic properties.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 89
Figure 3.20: [Ba2HoSbO6] The solid line shows the best ﬁt of the INS data (crosses)
using the FOCUS ﬁtting package. The ﬁts were obtained using the same crystal ﬁeld
parameters throughout. In LLW notation x = 0:761. Good agreement are observed
for the peak positions at all temperatures. For Ei = 8 meV and T = 200 K, however,
discrepancies between the ﬁtted intensity and the measured intensity is observed and
this is attributed to limited control over the linewidth within FOCUS.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 90
The parameters give a good ﬁt to the positions of the observed peaks for all the
temperatures and energies. There is, however, not exact agreement in the predicted
intensity and the actual intensity of the excited peak which occurs around 2 meV for
the data taken at 200 K. There are several possible explanations for this, assuming that
the crystal ﬁeld parameters being used are correct. The high calculated intensity could
be due to the line width of this excitation being bigger than the other excitations. This
would mean the parameters are correct and that the model used by the ﬁtting software
is not predicting the correct intensities or there is not enough control in the software to
vary the width of the peaks. The peak may not be simply due to the crystal ﬁeld. The
structure of the rare earth double perovskites Ba2RSbO6 may not be strictly cubic. The
peak may not be dispersionless. The predictions made by this model could be checked
against another ﬁtting model. There is work under way to produce a model using the
MATLAB programming language which should give more control and hence give more
conﬁdence in the results obtained. By working on this new model there will be a deeper
understanding of any discrepancies between calculated and measured spectra.
3.5.6 Determining the CEF level scheme for Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6
The same strategy of trying all sensible positions on the LLW tables and performing a
leastsquaresanalysiswasemployedforEr3+ inBa2ErSbO6, howeveritwasnotpossible
to achieve such good agreement when trying to ﬁt all the peaks i , ii , 1 , 2 and
3 identiﬁed. This could be indicative of Ba2ErSbO6 changing from its ideal cubic
symmetry to a lower symmetry which is too subtle to be picked up by neutron scattering.
However the previous experiments have shown that this sample of Ba2ErSbO6 contains
an impurity phase of Er2O3 and as discussed this has a CEF level around 5 meV. Peak ii
occurs at 5 meV and can thus be attributed to Er2O3. Ignoring the low energy peaks and3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 91
trying to ﬁt the two peaks around 12 and 15 meV which can be attributed to Ba2ErSbO6
leads to a unique CEF level scheme.
The region marked in ﬁgure 3.19 at x = 0:8 gives the CEF parameters which repli-
cate the observed levels and intensities found in the neutron results most accurately.
This also agrees with the parameters obtained when converting the result for Ho3+ to
Er3+, see section 3.8. The resultant ﬁt using FOCUS is shown in ﬁgure 3.21.
Therefore for Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6 the following parameters are proposed as the best
ﬁt for the obtained data:
B
0
4 = 0:179  10
 2 meV
B
0
6 = 0:194  10
 5 meV
with an error of 0:007  10 2 and 0:007  10 5 on B0
4 and B0
6, respectively.
3.5.7 The CEF level scheme for Ho3+ and Er3+ in Ba2RSbO6 (R =
Ho, Er)
TheparametersobtainedforHo3+ andEr3+ givetheCEFenergylevelschemesshownin
ﬁgure 3.22. The predicted level schemes for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 are markedly
different.
The lowest lying energy level for Ba2HoSbO6 is in Bethe’s notation  3 [112], which
is a non-magnetic doublet. The  3 doublet is non-magnetic since both degenerate eigen-
states ( 3(a) and  3(b)) have symmetric wavefunctions with no matching mJ states
between the wavefunctions, as shown in table 3.8. For Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6:
 3(a) = 0:574j 8:0i   0:229j 4:0i   0:486j0i   0:229j4:0i + 0:574j8:0i
 3(b) = 0:045j 6:0i + 0:706j 2:0i + 0:706j2:0i + 0:045j6:0i
Hence the magnetic moment, given by the expectation  = gJjh ijJzj iijB, is zero.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 92
Figure 3.21: [Ba2ErSbO6] The solid line shows the best ﬁt of the INS data (crosses)
using the FOCUS ﬁtting package. The ﬁts were obtained using the same crystal ﬁeld
parameters throughout. The ﬁts were obtained using the crystal ﬁeld parameters B0
4 =
0:179  10 2 meV and B0
6 = 0:194  10 5 meV.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 93
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Figure 3.22: The predicted crystal ﬁeld energy levels for (a) Ba2HoSbO6 and (b)
Ba2ErSbO6. The Ho3+ ion has three low lying energy levels which dominate the low
temperature behaviour. The ground state is non-magnetic with a closely separated mag-
netic level at 0.91meV (11 K) above the ground state, this is expected to result in
magnetic behavior due to population of this magnetic level at ﬁnite temperatures. The
Er3+ ion has a magnetic ground state well separated from the ﬁrst excited state. This is
predicted to dominate the magnetic behaviour.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 94
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This is also the case for the singlet  1. This supports the lack of magnetic ordering
observed in the investigations carried out so far on Ba2HoSbO6. It is, however, im-
portant to note that the presence of a non-magnetic ground state does not preclude the
development of magnetic order in the system since this can occur through mixing of
higher crystal ﬁeld levels into the ground state by the magnetic exchange interaction.
This possibility is considered later in this chapter.
The three closely spaced lowest energy levels in Ba2HoSbO6, two non-magnetic
levels ( 
(2)
3 and  1) and one magnetic ( 
(2)
4 ), suggests that they are governing the ﬁeld
dependent results.
Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6 has a well separated magnetic ground state that will control the
magnetic behaviour.
3.5.8 ApplicationofamagneticﬁeldwithinthesingleionCEFmodel
An applied ﬁeld induces a splitting of crystal ﬁeld levels and lifts the degeneracy leading
to the possibility of crossover of the lowest lying energy levels. This idea of level
crossover and associated magnetic anomalies has been investigated in other compounds
[126–129].
The effect of an applied ﬁeld, H, on the crystal ﬁeld levels can be predicted by
adding the Zeeman term, HZ =  gjBH:J, to the CEF Hamiltonian shown in equation
3.8 to produce the following:
Held = B
0
4[O
0
4 + 5O
4
4] + B
0
6[O
0
6   21O
4
6]   gjBH:J (3.13)
This neglects other terms which will have an inﬂuence on the energy levels in an
applied ﬁeld that make up the full in ﬁeld Hamiltonian H = HCF + HZ + HB + HQT.
Here HB is the bilinear term describing the interaction of the 4f angular momentum J3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 97
with the external applied ﬁeld and exchange ﬁelds and HQT is the quadrupolar interac-
tion. The results calculated here for the applied ﬁeld energy level variation are therefore
only to be taken as an approximation to the true behaviour.
The small separation in CEF GS and 1st excited energy levels in Ba2HoSbO6 could
result in crossover and lead to interesting experimental consequences. In this way the
magnetic ground state that has been precluded by Ho3+ adopting a non-magnetic crystal
ﬁeld ground state would be allowed to manifest itself in small ﬁelds. This feature would
give a large and interesting scope of investigation of frustration effects and a unique
experimental control. The results are shown in ﬁgure 3.23. They show no evidence of
level crossing of the non-magnetic GS in Ba2HoSbO6 using equation 3.13.
Figure 3.24 shows the effect the applied magnetic ﬁeld has on the CEF levels of
Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6. They can be seen to split with a linear behaviour. The energy level
splitting is largely unaffected by the ﬁeld direction.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 98
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Figure 3.23: [Ba2HoSbO6] Calculated splitting of CEF energy levels in an applied mag-
netic ﬁeld for Ba2HoSbO6 as calculated using equation 3.13.3.5 Determining the crystal ﬁeld level scheme by neutron scattering 99
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Figure 3.24: [Ba2ErSbO6] Splitting of energy levels for Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6 due to an
applied ﬁeld as calculated using equation 3.13.3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 100
3.6 PropertiesofBa2HoSbO6 obtainedusingcrystalﬁeld
parameters
The solved crystal ﬁeld level scheme gives an unambiguous explanation as to why no
magnetic ordering is observed in zero ﬁeld neutron experiments for Ba2HoSbO6. The
obtained crystal ﬁeld parameters also allow the opportunity to derive exact results for
the magnetic moment, susceptibility, magnetisation and speciﬁc heat.
3.6.1 Calculation of susceptibility for Ba2HoSbO6
Van Vleck was responsible for much of the early work on relating the burgeoning ﬁeld
of quantum mechanics to magnetism. He related susceptibility to the wavefunctions
derived from the crystal ﬁeld Hamiltonian, thus allowing an exact prediction of how the
induced magnetic moment should vary with temperature. The magnetic susceptibility
per mole  is derived here by creating a (2J + 1)  (2J + 1) matrix of the expectation
values of JZ from the crystal ﬁeld parameters and applying equation 1.10 introduced in
section 1.1.2. The wavefunctions and energies are shown in tables 3.8 and 3.9.
The ﬁrst term of equation 1.10 only contains terms within each degenerate crystal
ﬁeld level. These correspond to diagonal elements of the matrix of Jz for the Ho3+ ion
in Ba2HoSbO6 which cause the Curie-Weiss paramagnetic behaviour. The non-diagonal
elementsdescribetransitionsbetweenthenon-degenerateenergylevelsandgivetheVan
Vleck temperature independent paramagnetic behaviour.
The resultant calculated Van Vleck susceptibility for Ba2HoSbO6 is shown in ﬁgure
3.25. This result agrees with published susceptibility results [26], as will be shown later
in section 3.6.4.
An interesting point to note is that the application of the Curie-Weiss law (as de-
ﬁned in equation 1.9) to the calculated susceptibility over the range 100 to 250 K gives3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 101
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Figure 3.25: [Ba2HoSbO6] (a) Van Vleck susceptibility for Ba2HoSbO6 calculated from
the crystal ﬁeld parameters. No magnetic ordering with temperature is observed. (b)
Effective moment calculated from the Van Vleck susceptibility. The effective moment
agrees with the free ion moment of Ho3+ down to 20 K. As the temperature goes below
20 K the effective moment is seen to drop off dramatically and reaches 0B at 0 K
indicating no induced magnetic moment in zero ﬁeld.
a magnetic moment of 10B. This agrees well with the free ion moment of 10:6B for
Ho3+. This does not, however, preclude a non-magnetic ground state since it only takes
account of the magnetic moment over the region at which the Curie-Weiss law was ap-
plied, which means in this case higher magnetic CEF levels are populated and contribute
to the moment. The Curie-Weiss method is an estimate of the magnetic moment with
the true answer being given by the crystal ﬁeld Hamiltonian.
The non-magnetic ground state gives a magnetic moment of 0B. The ﬁrst excited
state has a magnetic moment of 0.18B. Taking into account second order transitions
between the ground state and the ﬁrst excited state through:
 =
gJ
P
i;jh ijJzj ji
Ei   Ej
B (3.14)
gives  = 5:1B. This value is similar to the magnetic moment contribution from the
CEF GS for the frustrated rare earth pyrochlore Er2Ti2O7 [42], giving conﬁdence to the3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 102
postulate of interesting ﬁeld induced behaviour. The effective moment found from the
calculated susceptibility gives the true moment as a function of temperature through the
identity eff  2:827
p
mT and is shown in ﬁgure 3.25(b). The moment remains at
close to the free ion moment of 10:6B down to around 20 K. Then there is a sharp
drop off due to depopulation of excited states due to thermal excitations being ever
more statistically prohibited until the moment reaches 0B at 0 K indicating there is no
induced moment effects in zero ﬁeld. Experimental conﬁrmation of this would provide
clear evidence of the non-magnetic ground state in which there is no mixing of levels
due to exchange interactions which would lead to a non-zero induced moment at 0 K.
This therefore explains the mechanism involved in producing the form factor be-
haviour observed in xyz polarized neutron scattering. Since a neutron measures (Q),
if the susceptibility is large then the neutron scattering will reﬂect this and produce the
observed form factor dependence. It rules out the possibility of there being any induced
moment due to mixing of energy levels which can occur if the critical ratio of the ef-
fective exchange ﬁeld to the crystal ﬁeld is reached. The single ion crystal ﬁeld model
used here can explain all the zero ﬁeld behaviour observed for Ba2HoSbO6 to date, but
as a conclusive test then this low temperature magnetic moment variation would unam-
biguously show if the dominant behaviour is due to single ion effects in Ba2HoSbO6
or if there are further interactions that lead to an induced moment that lie out with this
model.
3.6.2 Calculation of magnetisation for Ba2HoSbO6
The magnetisation M(H;T) is found by adding the Zeeman term to the crystal ﬁeld
Hamiltonian and is given by the following equation [130]:
M(H;T) = gjB
P
i < ijJ:^ Hji > exp(
 Ei(H)
kT )
P
i exp(
 Ei(H)
kT )
(3.15)3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 103
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Figure 3.26: [Ba2HoSbO6] (Left) Calculated magnetisation from CEF parameters for
Ba2HoSbO6 at 1.8 K. (Right) Low ﬁeld calculated magnetisation on double log scale.
The result for Ba2HoSbO6 at 1.8 K is shown in ﬁgure 3.26. The magnetisation is not
observed to saturate in ﬁelds up to 7 T, with differing behaviour observed depending on
what axis the ﬁeld is applied along.
The calculated magnetisation can be used to provide evidence of any crossover ﬁeld,
Hc, and highlight other anomalies in the magnetisation curves that could be indicating
magnetic anomalies. A magnetic ﬁeld induced change is characterized by a deviation of
the magnetic moment and is shown by a dM/dH peak. This can be seen to occur in low
ﬁelds for Ba2HoSbO6, as shown in ﬁgure 3.27. For a ﬁeld applied along the [100] or
[110] axis a peak centred below 1 T is present, indicating Hc of less than 1 T. This peak
is temperature dependent and shifts to smaller ﬁelds as the temperature is decreased,
as observed in similar ﬁeld induced phase transitions [131]. This could suggest that
a crossover has occurred, however the calculated splitting of CEF energy levels in an
applied ﬁeld do not support there being any crossover around this ﬁeld. In the [110]
direction the only peak between 0 to 500 T occurs around 200 T. For a ﬁeld applied3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 104
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Figure 3.27: [Ba2HoSbO6] (a) A peak below 1 T is observed in the calculated dM/dH
plot for a ﬁeld applied along the [100] and the [110] axis for Ba2HoSbO6. (b) A further
anomaly occurs in the [110] direction around 200 T, this can be clearly seen as a step in
(c) around that ﬁeld. The [111] axis has a broad peak extending over several hundred
Tesla which suggests no abrupt change in magnetic order. The magnetisation saturates
in a ﬁelds of 30 T along the [100], however for the [110] and [111] axis ﬁelds of the order
of 800 T are required.3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 105
along the [111] direction there is a large hump which extends over several hundreds of
Tesla which is not consistent to any abrupt crossover of energy levels. Instead some
other mechanism seems to be present.
3.6.3 Calculation of speciﬁc heat for Ba2HoSbO6
The speciﬁc heat can be calculated from the CEF level scheme solved for Ba2HoSbO6.
It was initially calculated using the two level Schottky speciﬁc heat and then a more
rigourous calculation was carried out by a collaborator, C. Carboni of Sultan Qaboos
University, Oman, which takes into account hyperﬁne interactions.
The two level Schottky speciﬁc heat is calculated by taking into account only the
CEF energy level splitting of the GS and 1st excited states and their subsequent popula-
tions with temperature. It is given by:
CSchottky =
R
 

T
2 g0
g1 exp
 

T


1 +
g0
g1 exp(
T )
2 (3.16)
where C has units J/K mol f.u,  is the difference between the ground state and ﬁrst
excited state, R is the gas constant, g0 is the degeneracy of the ground state and g1 is the
degeneracyoftheﬁrstexcitedstate. Theresultantspeciﬁcheatobtainedusingthevalues
for the CEF level scheme of Ba2HoSbO6 is shown in ﬁgure 3.28. As this only considers
transitions between the two lowest levels it only gives an approximate answer to the
true speciﬁc heat, however the agreement is close to the more thorough calculation in
this section and the experimental speciﬁc heat shown in section 3.6.4. This result again
supports the claim that the magnetic effects are dominated by the non-magnetic GS and
magnetic 1st excited CEF level.
A more rigorous method is to consider dipole interactions between the nuclear spin
moment and magnetic ﬁeld through the Zeeman term which lead to hyperﬁne splitting.3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 106
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Figure 3.28: [Ba2HoSbO6] Speciﬁc heat calculated from the two level Schottky equa-
tion using the CEF level scheme solved for Ba2HoSbO6.
The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian made up of crystal ﬁeld and Zeeman terms are
found. Then for each state the hyperﬁne splitting is calculated using:
atIZ + Pt

I
2
Z  
1
3
I(I + 1)

(3.17)
where I is the nuclear spin and Pt is a quadrupolar parameter. The extra ionic contribu-
tion at is the only factor included from the applied ﬁeld. The hyperﬁne splitting is then
added to each electronic state and the 136 energy levels are obtained. The temperature
dependence of these energy level populations is constructed and the speciﬁc heat found
through:
C =
kB
(kBT)2
0
@
X
i
E
2
i Pi  
 
X
i
EiPi
!21
A (3.18)
where Pi is the population of the state.
The results of this analysis in various applied ﬁelds are shown in ﬁgure 3.29. In
the zero ﬁeld result there is no evidence of any change to long range order; instead a
broad curve implies the development of short range correlations below the Curie-Weiss
temperature. What is striking is the change from zero ﬁeld to applied ﬁeld. In zero ﬁeld3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 107
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Figure 3.29: [Ba2HoSbO6] Speciﬁc heat for Ba2HoSbO6 calculated from crystal ﬁeld
parameters as described in the text. The average results give good agreement to experi-
mental results, as shown in ﬁgure 3.31. A new peak is seen to develop when the ﬁeld is
applied along the 2 fold axis for ﬁelds above 3 T. The 3 fold results match closest to the
actual experimental results.3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 108
there is no nuclear Schottky anomaly which is usually present in the speciﬁc heat results
ofholmiumcompounds[132]. This, however, ﬁtsintotheproposedmodeloftheground
state being non-magnetic meaning the nuclear levels do not feel any magnetic ﬁeld.
When a ﬁeld is applied the system becomes magnetic causing the expected hyperﬁne
interactions. The direction of the applied ﬁeld gives different results. If the ﬁeld is
applied along the 2-fold axis an extra peak due to the ﬁrst excited state appears between
2 and 4 T which is not observed for ﬁelds applied along the 3 or 4-fold.
3.6.4 Comparison of experimental and theoretical bulk properties
Bulk experimental measurements were carried out by X. Ke at Penn State University
and are shown here in comparison with the theoretically determined results from the
solved CEF.
Figure 3.30(a) shows the comparison of calculated (blue line) and experimental (red
points) susceptibility results for Ba2HoSbO6. The results match closely with both hav-
ing ﬁnite susceptibility as T ! 0 K. This only occurs for non-magnetic ground states
in which there is no induced moment.
The comparison of calculated (blue line) and experimental (red points) magnetisa-
tion is shown in ﬁgure 3.30(b). A powder average was taken over all the possible direc-
tions of the crystal axis in the calculation. Again what is observed is a close agreement
betweenexperimentandtheorygivingmorevaliditytotheCEFlevelschemecalculated.
Figure 3.31 shows the (a) experimental and (b) calculated speciﬁc heat results.
These results match closely and importantly behave the same in zero and applied ﬁeld
showing that the non-magnetic ground state is responsible for the lack of the Schottky
anomaly observed experimentally.3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 109
Figure 3.30: [Ba2HoSbO6] (a) DC magnetic susceptibility (M/H) as a function of
temperature in a 100 Oe applied ﬁeld (FC and ZFC results are identical); Inset shows
the low temperature inverse DC susceptibility. (b) The magnetic ﬁeld dependence of the
magnetisation M at 1.8 K for Ba2HoSbO6. Red and blue curves represent experimental
and calculated data, respectively.3.6 Properties of Ba2HoSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 110
Figure 3.31: [Ba2HoSbO6] (a) Temperature dependence of heat capacity after phonon
subtraction in different applied ﬁelds for Ba2HoSbO6 and (b) the corresponding calcu-
lated heat capacity data. The purple line in (a) represents the expected Schottky heat
capacity value of holmium at this temperature for magnetic Ho3+.3.7 Properties of Ba2ErSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 111
3.7 PropertiesofBa2ErSbO6 obtainedusingcrystalﬁeld
parameters
Using the CEF parameters found for Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6, and the same procedure as
outlined above for Ba2HoSbO6, susceptibility, the magnetic moment and magnetisation
are calculated.
3.7.1 Calculation of susceptibility for Ba2ErSbO6
The susceptibility for a 136.5(6) mg powder sample of Ba2ErSbO6 was measured ex-
perimentally using a Quantum Design Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID) magnetometer to recorded the dc-magnetisation in the temperature range 300
K to 1.7 K. Zero ﬁeld cooled (ZFC) measurements were taken ﬁrst by cooling to 1.7 K
in zero ﬁeld and then measuring the magnetisation as the sample is heated up to 300 K
with a ﬁeld of 1000 Oe applied. Field cooled (FC) results were obtained by cooling the
sample back down to 1.7 K in a 1000 Oe ﬁeld and then heating the sample up to 300
K recording the magnetisation. The ﬁeld was then switched off. The results from the
measurements are shown in ﬁgure 3.32.
The Van Vleck formula shown in equation 1.10 was used to calculated the suscep-
tibility against temperature for Ba2ErSbO6 from the CEF parameters. The calculated
susceptibility is compared to the measured susceptibility in ﬁgure 3.32. As can be seen
the experimental and calculated results match closely. This gives conﬁdence that the
CEF level scheme predicted here for Er3+ in Ba2ErSbO6 is indeed correct.
ThesusceptibilityclearlyshowsthedifferencebetweenBa2HoSbO6 andBa2ErSbO6
CEF ground states. The inverse susceptibility for Ba2ErSbO6 goes to zero, unlike
Ba2HoSbO6. ThisdifferenceoccurssinceBa2ErSbO6 hasamagneticGSwhileBa2HoSbO6
has a non-magnetic GS. For Ba2ErSbO6 eff has a constant value at 0 K, whereas eff3.7 Properties of Ba2ErSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 112
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Figure 3.32: [Ba2ErSbO6] (a) Van Vleck susceptibility for Ba2ErSbO6 calculated from
the crystal ﬁeld parameters compared with SQUID results. (b) Effective moment cal-
culated from the Van Vleck susceptibility. As opposed to Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6 the
magnetic moment is not zero at 0 K due to Er3+ having a magnetic ground state.
for Ba2HoSbO6 goes to zero at 0 K.
The 4-fold degenerate ground state is separated by 150 K from the ﬁrst excited
state in the proposed CEF level scheme. This large energy gap will result in the ground
state dominating the low temperature behaviour with only a small probability of transi-
tions to excited CEF levels. The magnetic moment is given by Z = gJJZB, where
JZ is given by jh i jJzj iij. The 4-fold degenerate ground state is made up of two
degenerate doublets which have magnetic moments 2:8B and 5:8B.
3.7.2 Calculation of speciﬁc heat for Ba2ErSbO6
The speciﬁc heat was calculated using the two level Schottky equation (equation 3.16)
and is shown in ﬁgure 3.33(a). The large difference in GS and 1st excited level means
that this calculation must be looked upon with caution. The broad hump is centred at a
much higher temperature compared with that of Ba2HoSbO6.3.7 Properties of Ba2ErSbO6 obtained using crystal ﬁeld parameters 113
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(a) Calculated speciﬁc heat
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Figure 3.33: [Ba2ErSbO6] (a) Speciﬁc heat calculated from the two level Schottky equa-
tion using the CEF level scheme. Calculated (b) magnetisation and (c) gradient of mag-
netisation with applied ﬁeld at 1.5 K.3.8 Predictions for other members of the series from CEF results 114
3.7.3 Calculation of magnetisation for Ba2ErSbO6
The applied ﬁeld magnetisation was calculated in the same way as described in section
3.6.2 by including the Zeeman term in the Hamiltonian. The results for 1.5 K are shown
in ﬁgure 3.33(b). The results are similar to that for Ba2HoSbO6 with a sharp increase
around1to2Teslaandthemagneticmomentnotbeingsaturatedinﬁeldsupto7T.Plots
of dM/dH are shown in ﬁgure 3.33(c). For Ba2ErSbO6 there is no anomaly associated
with magnetic crossover or magnetic order.
3.8 Predictions for other members of the series from
CEF results
It is possible to use CEF parameters from one particular ion to predict the CEF param-
eters and energy levels of a different ion. This is most effective for compounds with
similar crystal structures. Bm
n was introduced in equation 3.6. In Stevens’ notation it is
given by:
B
m
n = A
m
n hrnin (3.19)
Bm
n are the CEF parameters which have been determined experimentally above and is
also the parameter for prediction in this consideration. n is the Stevens’ multiplica-
tive factors listed in Hutchings’ review [113]. hrni is the radial integral and values are
tabulated in ref. [133].
Rearranging equation 3.19 allows the value of Am
n to be calculated:
A
m
n =
Bm
n
hrnin
(3.20)
Inserting the values for Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6 and the values in refs. [113,133] gives
the expression for Am
n for Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6. This value of Am
n can be used to calcu-3.9 Summary of neutron and CEF results 115
late CEF parameters for another ion by substituting the calculated value for Am
n and the
relevant values from refs. [113,133] for the new ion into equation 3.19.
Using the values for Ho3+ in Ba2HoSbO6 the predicted CEF parameters for Er3+
in Ba2ErSbO6 are B4 = 0:151  10 2 meV and B6 = 0:239  10 5 meV. This gives
estimated energy levels at (in meV): 0 (4-fold degenerate), 9.63 (4-fold degenerate),
10.68 (2-fold degenerate), 47.47 (2-fold degenerate), 50.13 (4-fold degenerate). This is
in qualitatively good agreement to the CEF level scheme found experimentally for Er3+
in Ba2ErSbO6, showing the usefulness of this method of estimating CEF parameters.
ForTb3+ inBa2TbSbO6 theabovemethodpredictsB4 = 1:6210 2 meVandB6 =
 1:8410 6 meV. This gives estimated energy levels at (in meV): 0 (non-magnetic sin-
glet), 29.35 (magnetic triplet), 62.96 (magnetic triplet), 184.89 (non-magnetic singlet),
222.62 (magnetic doublet) and 234.79 (non-magnetic doublet). Therefore Ba2TbSbO6
is predicted to have a non-magnetic singlet ground state with two closely spaced mag-
netic triplets. This points towards similar properties to Ba2HoSbO6, but with the possi-
bility of greater magnetic effects due to the increased number of magnetic levels close to
the ground state. Rare earth ions with non-integer J values necessarily have only mag-
netic crystal ﬁeld levels which could result in further interesting magnetic behaviour in
other members of this series.
3.9 Summary of neutron and CEF results
Due to the ideal nature of the double perovskite, which has the magnetic ions in a
cubic lattice on a site of cubic symmetry forming a fcc lattice, theoretical models can
be applied and solved without approximation. The methods used here have been shown
to agree well with experimental results obtained. The solved crystal ﬁeld scheme for
Ba2HoSbO6 has been shown to have a non-magnetic ground state. The small energy3.9 Summary of neutron and CEF results 116
gap between the non-magnetic GS and 1st excited magnetic state results in magnetic
behaviour that can be predicted by the single ion model. Ba2ErSbO6 has a magnetic
CEF ground state. No long or short range magnetic order is observed, however, and this
can be explained by the agreement between theory and experiment for susceptibility.
Thus the Er3+ ions behave as nearly perfect single ions with no interactions and as such
do not form magnetic structures in zero ﬁeld down to at least 60 mK.Chapter 4
LuCuGaO4: a spin-charge frustrated
system
4.1 Characterisation of LuCuGaO4
Thischapterextendstheinvestigationsofpotentiallyfrustratedsystemstoincludecharge
frustration in LuCuGaO4. As an initial step magnetic susceptibility and neutron powder
diffraction measurements were conducted to establish the basic quality of the powder
sample to ensure fair comparison to previous studies in the literature.
4.1.1 Powder sample synthesis of LuCuGaO4
The powder sample of LuCuGaO4 was prepared by D. Parker at Oxford University
[134]. The starting materials were Lu2O3, CuO and Ga2O3. CuO and Ga2O3 were
pre-treated by heating in air for 24 hours at 900 and 1200 C respectively. The starting
materials were ground together, pelletized and heated in air at 1050 C for a total of 120
hrs with 1 intermediate grinding. Approximately 19 grams of LuCuGaO4 was produced.
4.1.2 Susceptibility results for LuCuGaO4
A SQUID magnetometer was used to measure dc-magnetisation in the temperature
range 300 K to 1.7 K as described in section 3.7.1 for the Ba2ErSbO6 powder sample.
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Figure 4.1: Susceptibility and (inset) inverse susceptibility for FC dc SQUID measure-
ments at 1000 Oe for LuCuGaO4. The solid line is a ﬁt to the Curie-Wiess law between
200 and 60 K. ZFC results are identical to FC within experimental error.
A 160.93  0.05 mg mass of LuCuGaO4 was used. The results from the measurements
are shown in ﬁgure 4.1.
There is no discernible splitting between FC and ZFC magnetization. The high
temperature susceptibility data (300 to 150 K) can be ﬁtted well to equation 1.9 for
the Curie-Weiss law (solid line in ﬁgure 4.1) giving a magnetic moment per ion value
of 2.141B 0:008B, close to the expected value for Cu2+ of 1.7B [135]. It should
be noted that the slightly higher value of magnetic moment found here is not a result
of experimental error, but an inherent overestimation in the technique of ﬁtting sus-
ceptibility results to the Curie-Weiss law. Using eff  2:827
p
mT (equation 1.8
in chapter 1) gives values of 1:73B  0.06B at 295 K which fall off as the temper-
ature is reduced. A negative Curie-Weiss temperature of W =  62 1:8 K indicates
antiferromagnetic interactions. There is no suggestion of ordering or anomalies in the4.1 Characterisation of LuCuGaO4 119
susceptibility data down to 1.7 K. This suggests a highly frustrated sample. Using equa-
tion 1.13 in chapter 1 gives a “frustration index” of f =  
W
Tc > 42. Any value over
10 would suggest a strongly frustrated sample [8] meaning LuCuGaO4 is expected to
be highly frustrated.There is deviation from the Curie-Weiss behaviour below 50 K
which indicates an increase in correlations of spins. The susceptibility results found
here agree well with those in the literature for LuCuGaO4 [72].
4.1.3 Neutron scattering structural investigation on D1A at the ILL
The sample was characterized using neutron powder diffraction at the high resolution
diffractometer D1A at the ILL with an incident wavelength of 1.91 ˚ A. This instrument
is described in section 2.2.4. Two temperatures were chosen: 70 K, since this lies well
inside the paramagnetic regime and 1.5 K, which was the lowest available temperature
with the instrumental arrangement.
The main aim of the characterisation was to test the powder sample produced against
results published in the literature for LuCuGaO4 in ref. [72] and conﬁrm there is no
structural change below the characterisation previously carried out at 11 K.
Previously the structure of RFe2O4 (R = Y and Er) has been found using TOF neu-
tron scattering [84]. Interestingly they state that the values of the thermal paramter U33
(the anisotropic thermal parameter along the c-axis) was unusually large for the R ion.
They suggest this could be due to the rare earth ion’s site being split along the c-axis
since a high thermal parameter suggests an unstable atom site in GSAS [106].
In a later, apparently independent, structural characterisation of LuCuGaO4 this idea
was explored further in discussing diffraction results at 300 and 11 K [72]. The struc-
tural characterisation in ref. [72] considered three different models (M1, M2 and M3)
concerned with the position of the rare earth ion, which is controlled by the bonding to4.1 Characterisation of LuCuGaO4 120
the bilayers of transition metals (see ﬁgure 1.6 in chapter 1):
 M1 has Lu3+ positioned in the standard (0;0;0) coordinate. It was found in this
model that the isotropic thermal parameter for Lu3+ was anomalously large.
 M2 allows the Lu3+ ion to move freely in an anisotropic way along the a, b and
c-axis. There was an improved 2 in the results reported in ref. [72] . The thermal
parameter, however, for Lu3+, in the c-axis was found to be anomalously large
compared to the a or b-axis.
 M3 has the Lu3+ ion shifted to the new, well deﬁned, position (0;0;z). This had
a similar 2 to M2 in their results but with low values for the thermal parameters
indicating the ions are at stable positions.
A similar treatment of the diffraction results to ref. [72] was carried out on the ex-
perimental results obtained here from D1A using the reﬁnement programme GSAS. A
comparison of the results are shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2. The experimental scattering
results at 1.5 and 70 K and their corresponding ﬁts to the M3 model are shown in ﬁgure
4.2.
As can be seen in tables 4.1 and 4.2 the thermal parameters, denoted by U, are
anomalously high for Lu3+ in all but M3. The reﬁnement analysis carried out here
agrees with the previously published results in which M1 and M2 are unstable and
M3 is the correct structure. These results therefore extend the validity of the model
down to 1.5 K. It also shows that the powder sample in ref. [72] behaves the same
as the powder sample produced for this work. This means that the low temperature
ac-susceptibility and speciﬁc heat results in ref. [72] can be conﬁdently used in this
discussion of LuCuGaO4.
Further information can be gained from the diffraction results. Figure 4.2 shows
that all the Bragg peaks at 1.5 K and 70 K are indexed by the single phase model of4.1 Characterisation of LuCuGaO4 121
M1 M2 M3
a (˚ A) 3.4390(4) 3.4390(4) 3.4390(4)
b (˚ A) 3.4390(4) 3.4390(4) 3.4390(4)
c (˚ A) 24.323(5) 24.323(5) 24.323(5)
Lu 3a Uiso (˚ A2) 0.014(2)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.00044(5)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.055(2)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.0002(2)
6c z 0.009(1)
n 0.5
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.0008(4)
Cu/Ga 6c z 0.213(4) 0.213(5) 0.213(4)
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.005(1) 0.0043(3)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.0044(2)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.0033(3)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.0022(1)
O1 6c z 0.291(3) 0.291(2) 0.291(3)
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.009(4) 0.010(2)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.010(5)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.008(4)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.005(2)
O2 6c z 0.128(4) 0.125(7) 0.125(7)
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.025(1) 0.024(5)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.021(5)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.032(2)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.010(5)
Rwp(%) 3.48 3.42 3.43
2 9.047 8.761 8.839
Table 4.1: Parameters from GSAS reﬁnement at 1.5 K for LuCuGaO4. M1 represents
the Lu3+ ion having an isotropic thermal parameter, M2 allows Lu3+ to vary in an
anisotropic manner along the a;b;c axis and M3 has Lu3+ positioned on a well deﬁned
point (0;0;z).4.1 Characterisation of LuCuGaO4 122
M1 M2 M3
a (˚ A) 3.4401(2) 3.4401(2) 3.4401(2)
b (˚ A) 3.4401(2) 3.4401(2) 3.4401(2)
c (˚ A) 24.321(3) 24.321(2) 24.321(3)
Lu 3a Uiso (˚ A2) 0.013(3)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.00044(2)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.055(3)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.0004(5)
6c z 0.009(1)
n 0.5
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.0006(1)
Cu/Ga 6c z 0.213(3) 0.213(9) 0.213(4)
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.004(1) 0.005(2)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.0043(5)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.0057(3)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.0021(7)
O1 6c z 0.297(3) 0.291(2) 0.291(3)
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.018(4) 0.0086(3)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.010(4)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.0064(3)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.0053(3)
O2 6c z 0.102(1) 0.128(4) 0.128(3)
Uiso (˚ A2) 0.133(3) 0.024(5)
U11 = U22 (˚ A2) 0.021(1)
U33 (˚ A2) 0.031(3)
U12 (˚ A2) 0.010(2)
Rwp(%) 3.73 3.52 3.70
2 8.682 7.723 8.537
Table 4.2: Parameters from GSAS reﬁnement at 70 K for LuCuGaO4. M1 represents
the Lu3+ ion having an isotropic thermal parameter, M2 allows Lu3+ to vary in an
anisotropic manner along the a;b;c axis and M3 has Lu3+ positioned on a well deﬁned
point (0;0;z).4.1 Characterisation of LuCuGaO4 123
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Figure 4.2: Neutron powder diffraction at (top) 1.5 K and (bottom) 70 K from D1A at
the ILL. The ﬁts were obtained using the rietveld reﬁnement program GSAS for M3
which has Lu3+ at a well deﬁned position (0;0;z).4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 124
LuCuGaO4 showing that there is no impurity phase evident in the high resolution neu-
tron scattering results. Another point is that there is no evidence of additional peaks
between 70 and 1.5 K indicating that there is no long or short range ordering of spins
evident in these results. This will be investigated further below with different exper-
imental techniques. A higher background was observed at 70 K compared to 1.5 K,
which can be explained by increased thermal scattering. There was also no indication
of structural changes between these two temperatures. The diffraction results show that
LuCuGaO4 remains in the R3m structure between ambient temperature and at least 1.5
K.
4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4
4.2.1 An xyz polarized neutron analysis
An xyz polarised neutron analysis was performed on D7 at the ILL at a wavelength of
4.8 ˚ A at 50 K, 5 K, 0.5 K and 80 mK. The mass of the sample used was 18.61  0.03 g.
This instrument is described in section 2.2.5.
The temperatures were selected to compare the paramagnetic regime (50 K), with
the regime in which correlations are appearing and the inverse susceptibility becomes
non-linear (5 K) , and the low temperature regime below the previously predicted spin
glass transition from anomalies in the susceptibility and speciﬁc heat results in the liter-
ature around 0.4 K in ref. [72].
Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the separated nuclear and magnetic scattering. The
nuclear component shows a change in intensity between high temperature (50 K) and
low temperature (0.08 K to 5 K) which can be attributed to higher thermal scattering at
high temperature. From susceptibility and speciﬁc heat results for LuCuGaO4 there is
a predicted spin glass transition around 0.4 K in ref. [72]. The low temperature mag-4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 125
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Figure 4.3: Polarized neutron scattering from D7 at the ILL on a LuCuGaO4 powder
sample. The results are separated (a) nuclear and (b) magnetic components.4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 126
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Figure 4.4: Separated magnetic component from polarized neutron analysis on D7 at the
ILL. The combined low temperature results (0.08 to 5 K) ﬁt well to nn AFM correlations
(equation ) for either the nn in plane (d = 3:44 ˚ A), nn between layers (d = 3:04 ˚ A) or
a weighted average of both. The results at 50 K are in the paramagnetic regime and ﬁt
well to the form factor (F 2(Q)) for Cu2+.
netic data above and below this temperature show no evidence of this with no change
observed through the transition temperature. There is, however, a clear change in mag-
netic scattering between 50 K and low temperature.
Starting from empirical analytical formulas and using relevant coefﬁcients [111] the
magnetic form factor for Cu2+ [111] was produced and a least squares analysis was
used to ﬁt this to the neutron results for the magnetic component. The high temperature
data ﬁts well to the expected form factor behaviour for Cu2+, therefore conﬁrming it
to be in the paramagnetic regime, as shown in ﬁgure 4.4(b). This is not the case for
the low temperature data. A broad bump centred around 1.25 ˚ A 1 in Q is observed.
Interestingly this corresponds to a peak observed in the initial structural determination
of ref. [72] which occurred around 18 for a wavelength of 1.5396(1) ˚ A (corresponding
to 1.27 ˚ A 1 in Q) for LuCuFeO4, LuZnFeO4 and LuCoGaO4 and also in a separate4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 127
study on the related compound LuFeMgO4 [77].
A similar peak has been observed on the S = 1
2 kagom´ e antiferromagnetic herbert-
smithite ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 [136]. This peak was ﬁt to the structure factor for disordered
near-neighbour AF dimers or spin-singlet correlations, given by:
I(Q) / F
2(Q)

1  
sin(Qd)
Qd

(4.1)
where F 2(Q) is the form factor and d the distance between the AFM correlated ions.
A ﬁt was obtained as shown in ﬁgure 4.4(a). Two values of the Cu-Cu distance were
used: 3.44 ˚ A, which corresponds exactly to the nearest neighbour distance between Cu-
Cu (or Cu-Ga etc) in the triangular layers, and 3.04 ˚ A, which is the nn Cu-Cu distance
between the layers. These values were found here from the structural characterisation
and in agreement with the literature [72]. A weighted average was also used. The
results are shown in ﬁgure 4.4. A good ﬁt with no appreciable difference between the
two nn distances is found. The low temperature results provide strong evidence that the
Cu2+ ions have AFM nn magnetic correlations in LuCuGaO4. This would explain the
deviation below 50 K from Curie-Weiss behaviour observed in the susceptibility results
reﬂecting a build up of these correlations.
Analternativeexpression(equation1.15inchapter1)wasusedtoreproducethesim-
ilar magnetic peak observed in LuFeMgO4 by Wiedenmann et al. [77]. The equation
describes the neutron scattering cross-section and allows each shell of nearest neigh-
bours to be built up. Results of this process are shown in ﬁgure 4.5. The distances are as
follows: r1 = 3.04 ˚ A; r2 = 3.44 ˚ A; r3 = 4.59 ˚ A; r4 = 5.74 ˚ A and r5 = 5.958 ˚ A. r1, r3 and
r4 are Cu2+ near neighbour distances between the triangular layers, r2 and r5 are near
neighbour distances within the same triangular layer. Figure 4.5 shows that extending
beyond the nearest neighbour distance in the plane (r2) and between the planes (r1) to4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 128
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Figure 4.5: Various ﬁts using equation 4.1 for near neighbour correlations to the mag-
neticcomponentofscatteringfromD7forLuCuGaO4. r1representstheﬁrstnearneigh-
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next nearest neighbours does not result in a signiﬁcantly better ﬁt to the experimental
data. The ﬁt to the AFM near neighbour correlations from equation 4.1 is also shown
and this is seen to give appreciably the same ﬁt as equation 1.15.
There is no sign of this broad peak in the D1A data, however this will be due to
instrumental parameters making the low angle scattering not as evident. Interestingly
there is no mention of any evidence of a peak in the earlier study of LuCuGaO4 [72].
This suggests that LuCuGaO4 has the least pronounced magnetic interactions out of the
compounds LuZnFeO4, LuCoGaO4, YbCuGaO4, LuCuFeO4 and LuCuGaO4 investi-
gated by ref. [72]. The observation of the peak in the magnetic scattering component of
xyz polarised neutron analysis unambiguously attributes this to magnetic correlations
within the sample.
These neutron scattering results, however, do not clarify the cause of the anomaly
around 0.4 K in the susceptibility and speciﬁc heat results reported in ref. [72]. This4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 129
Figure 4.6: Inelastic neutron scattering on IN4 at the ILL for (a) 1.6 K and 17 meV
incident energy (b) 5 K and 17 meV incident energy (c) 1.6 K and 6.3 meV incident
energy and (d) 50 K and 6.3 meV incident energy. An area of high intensity scattering is
observed around Q  1.25 ˚ A 1 which corresponds to the magnetic scattering observed
from the polarized neutron analysis on D7. The results for 6.3 meV are effected by the
nuclear scattering from the Bragg peak at 0.8 ˚ A 1.
is also a feature of LuMgFeO4 where no change in the neutron scattering intensity is
observed across the susceptibility cusp [78,85].
4.2.2 IN4 measurements at the ILL
As a further step to investigate the magnetic behaviour that occurs in LuCuGaO4 inelas-
tic neutron scattering measurements were performed on IN4 at the ILL for temperatures
of 1.6, 5 and 50 K using incident energies of 6.3 and 17 meV. The instrument is de-4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 130
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Figure 4.7: Constant energy cuts of the IN4 LuCuGaO4 data. For 6.3 meV incident
energy measurement the overlap of nuclear Bragg peaks from elastic scattering does
not allow a ﬁt to be obtained. The 50 K result also does not ﬁt the scattering function,
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Figure 4.8: Constant energy cuts of the IN4 LuCuGaO4 data. The results are ﬁtted to
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scribed in section 2.2.3. The results are shown in ﬁgure 4.6 for energies of 6.3 and 17
meV.
Constant energy cuts are shown for the four different energies and temperatures in
ﬁgures 4.7 and 4.8. The results for an incident energy of 6.3 meV have to be interpreted
carefully since there is a nuclear peak at 0.8 ˚ A 1. This is seen to mix with the magnetic
scattering around 1.25 ˚ A 1 and create a large peak with its centre shifted. The results
obtained whilst using 17 meV incident energy are much more informative since the
energy cuts can be taken far enough away from the elastic and quasi-elastic scattering
to negate its effect. The constant energy cuts show a peak around 1.25 ˚ A 1 which can
be ﬁtted to nearest neighbour AFM interactions used to ﬁt the magnetic peak in the
D7 results (equation 4.1). Fits to the peaks using the model discussed are shown for
different energy cuts in ﬁgure 4.9(a). The results show that for LuCuGaO4 the region
of 0:75 < Q < 1:75 from energies of 0 meV to at least 6 meV constitutes magnetic
scattering that is due to nn AFM correlations of Cu2+. There is an increase in phonon
scattering at higher Q observed in the plots.
Constant Q plots are shown in ﬁgure 4.9(b). There is no indication of a “gap” in
energy in Q. This means that the agreement found in the neutron scattering to equation
4.1 can only be considered to be due to the fact that there is nn AFM correlations and not
to the interpretation that there are dimers formed on the bilayers. If there were dimers
there would be the expectation that there would be an energy gap in the constant Q cuts
due to singlet-triplet formation of the spin 1
2 Cu2+ ions.
These INS results, however, do not clarify the behaviour occurring between 50 K
and 5 K. The 50 K results were only taken at energies 6.3 meV which is affected by
nuclear peaks and therefore cannot give conclusive results. It would have been more
informative to gain 50 K and intermediate temperature results at 17 meV, however time4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 133
constraints and instrumental parameters did not allow for this to be achieved.
4.2.3 SR investigations
ThespininteractionsinLuCuGaO4 wereprobedusingSR.Alongitudinalappliedﬁeld
and zero ﬁeld study was conducted using the MuSR instrument at the ISIS pulsed muon
source from 50 K down to 60 mK in ﬁelds up to 0.2 T. This instrument is described in
section 2.3.5. SR gives a picture of local susceptibility which cannot be obtained from
standard neutron techniques.
The ﬁeld dependence was used to determine the most appropriate function to ﬁt to
the zero ﬁeld temperature dependence. SR is sensitive to magnetic ﬂuctuations with
nuclear and electronic origins on a timescale of 10 5 to 10 7 seconds. In a paramag-
net the electronic ﬂuctuations are mostly very rapid and lie outside the window of the
SR experiment, while the nuclear component can be decoupled using a small applied
ﬁeld of 10 G. This is shown in ﬁgure 4.10(a), where at 50 K the depolarization rate
falls rapidly and is independent of ﬁeld above 10 G. At lower temperatures the ﬁeld de-
pendence is modiﬁed, with ﬁelds of up to 100 G required to decouple the ﬂuctuations.
This indicates that at low temperature there is an increasing electronic contribution, i.e.
that magnetic ﬂuctuations are slowing and falling into the muon time window as the
temperature decreases.
Examples of the zero ﬁeld muon polarization decay for different temperatures are
shown in the inset of 4.10(b). The asymmetry between 50 K and 5 K remains the same,
showing the local environment of the spin structure is unchanged. The asymmetry drop-
off rate increases as the temperature is lowered indicating a change in the local magnetic
structure.
To gain further information the SR spectra, using the muon data analysis pro-4.2 Low temperature results for LuCuGaO4 134
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Figure 4.10: SR results for LuCuGaO4 taken on MuSR at ISIS in applied ﬁeld and
zero ﬁeld. (a) The muon depolarization rate, , as a function of applied ﬁeld. At high
temperature electronic ﬂuctuations are rapid. Nuclear ﬂuctuations can be decoupled
with a small ﬁeld of 10 G. At low temperature, the increasing importance of electronic
ﬂuctuations means stronger ﬁelds are required to decouple the muon response, i.e. to
achieve ﬁeld independence. (b) (inset) Variation of depolarization with time and ﬁts to
thedatausingastretchedexponentialandKubo-Toyabeshowingthechangingdynamics
with temperature.4.3 Discussion of LuCuGaO4 results 135
gram Wimda [137], were ﬁt to a combination of two equations: one ﬁtting the nu-
clear and the other ﬁtting the electronic component. The temperature independent nu-
clear component was modelled using the static Kubo-Toyabe equation: 1=3 + 2=3(1  
(t)2)exp( 1=2(t)2). A stretched exponential of the type exp( (t)) was
usedtomodelthetemperaturedependentelectroniccomponent.  isaconstanttomodel
the electrons’ response. The muon relaxation rate  is related to the relaxation time and
distribution of the local magnetic ﬁeld probed by the muons and is found from the ﬁts.
The value of  for each temperature measured in ZF is shown in ﬁgure 4.10(b).
This shows a relatively ﬂat feature as the temperature goes from 50 K to 5 K. Then
the depolarization rate increases until it plateaus off around the previously reported spin
glass transition temperature of 0.4 K.
SR allows a clear distinction between spin glass behaviour or otherwise. Canonical
spin glasses such as AgMn(0.5 at. %) have been extensively investigated by SR [138].
The combination of geometric frustration and quenched random disorder in AgMn
causes the spins to freeze at the glass transition temperature, Tg, resulting in a distri-
bution of static ﬁelds. The depolarization rate increases as the system approaches Tg
but then falls rapidly as the ﬁeld distribution becomes static and the precessing muons
arenotsorapidlydephased. EvidentlythebehaviouroftherelaxationrateinLuCuGaO4
is completely different. Instead it matches that of a spin liquid, as will be considered.
4.3 Discussion of LuCuGaO4 results
From the experimental investigations above the conclusion proposed is that LuCuGaO4
is a spin liquid, rather than the previously proposed spin glass. There are numerous
deﬁnitions of a spin liquid, but the one used here is by F˚ ak et al. who used the analogy
with an actual liquid in which a spin liquid is a system with short ranged, dynamic4.3 Discussion of LuCuGaO4 results 136
correlations [139]. Referring to the experimental results evidence for this conclusion
will be presented ﬁrstly from the structural disorder of the cations and secondly the
liquid like dynamics.
4.3.1 Arrangement of cations in the triangular layers
In all previous studies of RMM0O4 the arrangement of the cations has been treated
as disordered. However, although the ordering of two different cation species on the
triangular bilayer is frustrated, a completely random distribution seems unlikely since
triangles containing entirely Cu2+ or Ga3+ will incur a Coulombic cost. Thus the pos-
sibility that the Cu/Ga ions are correlated was considered.
The scattering lengths of the cations are close (bCu = 7:718 and bGa = 7:288). This
prohibits the direct detection of long or short range order of the Cu/Ga ions from the
neutron results presented in this chapter.
There is, however, less direct evidence of the cation arrangement. As has been
shown in section 4.1.3 Lu3+ sits at a well deﬁned, but shifted position, above or below
the bilayers. Each Lu3+ sits above (or below) the centre of two triangles formed from
Cu/Ga (M=M0) in the bilayers. The position of the Lu3+ ion is therefore expected to
be controlled by the arrangement of the cations on the bilayer. At the nearest neighbour
level there is a combination of six M and M0 that make up the two triangles that a Lu
ion is between. This implies seven possible positions of Lu in the z-direction. Exclud-
ing MMM or M0M0M0 on Coulombic grounds leaves just three positions. The zero
displacement situation corresponds to MMM0   MMM0; however these also have a
Coulombic cost compared to the MMM0 MM0M0 type and their exclusion leaves two
well deﬁned cation positions along z, as is found in section 4.1.3, rather than disorder
causing the Lu3+ to centre at z = 0.4.3 Discussion of LuCuGaO4 results 137 5
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FIG. 7: a: S(Q, ) at 1.7 K with Ei = 17 meV. b: Constant
energy cuts through the feature at |Q|  1.2 ˚ A
 1 visible in
a, with ﬁts to the nearest neighbour AFM structure factor.
The peak around Q =1 .2 ˚ A
 1 ﬁts well to this model at all
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FIG. 8: Examples of the types of network formed by ran-
dom cation conﬁgurations (left) or by minimizing near neigh-
bour interactions (right). The random conﬁguration can con-
tain clusters of spins which are small or large and some spins
are isolated. The correlated conﬁguration contains branching
loops of spins, in which each spin typically has three neigh-
bours and none are isolated. Note that some triangles are
still frustrated, this is thought to be due to loss of ergodic-
ity at low temperature in the simulation used to generate the
conﬁgurations.
part of the Coulomb energy will be minimized by conﬁgu-
rations of the two cations which map to the groundstates
an Ising antiferromagnet on the same lattice, as in other
systems with two cation species on a frustrated lattice15
and structural di use scattering would be expected as a
result. However, the scattering lengths of copper and
gallium are extremely similar (bCu =7 .718 barn and
bGa =7 .288 barn) so direct detection of long or short
range cation order is e ectively impossible. We have
conﬁrmed that mapping the spin conﬁgurations from a
Monte Carlo simulation of Ising spins coupled by the
J1 J2 scheme to strongly contrasting scattering lengths
produces a di use peak in the nuclear scattering at the
same |Q| as the magnetic scattering actually observed
here, but when using the scattering lengths of copper
and gallium, the calculated di use scattering is so weak
as to be unobservable. In Ref. 7 conventional powder
di raction measurements on LuCuFeO4 are shown at 11
K and 295 K. Magnetic di use scattering appears at the
position of interest at 11 K, but very weak di use scatter-
ing, presumably of structural origin, at the same position
cannot be excluded at 295 K, far above TG (40 K) (in
this case bCu =7 .718 barn and bFe =9 .45 barn providing
somewhat stronger contrast).
We turn to some less direct lines of evidence for this
hypothesis. First, the position of the Lu3+ ions is another
degree of freedom in the structure. The occupancy of
Figure 4.11: [Figure produced by T. Fennell] Examples of the types of network for-
med by (left) random cation conﬁgurations or (right) minimisation of near neighbour
interactions. The random conﬁguration can contain clusters of spins which are small or
large with some isolated spins. The correlated conﬁguration contains branching loops
of spins, in which each spin typically has three nearest neighbours and no isolated spins.
T. Fennell at the ILL (formerly at UCL) collaborated with this experimental study of
LuCuGaO4 and producedﬁgure 4.11showing thearrangement ofcations on thebilayers
from a Monte Carlo simulation for (left) a disordered arrangement or (right) minimisa-
tion of near neighbour interactions. The two models produce distinctly different order-
ing of the cations. Random population of the cation sites leads to clusters of different
sizes and an appreciable number of isolated spins, as discussed in section 1.5.2. Minimi-
sation of near neighbour Coulombic frustration produces a network of branching loops
with no isolated spins. The absence of a dominant orphan spin population would explain
why there is no remnant form factor-like response in the diffuse magnetic scattering at
low temperature: all the spins are involved in the magnetic groundstate.
Schiffer et al. reported results on geometric frustrated materials with a similar in-
verse susceptibility [140]. A phenomenological model was formed describing the sys-4.3 Discussion of LuCuGaO4 results 138
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Figure 4.12: Inverse susceptibility measurements for LuCuGaO4. Solid line shows a ﬁt
to the two population model (equation 4.2).
tem as having the majority of spins in a correlated form, but with some “orphan” spins
remaining uncorrelated and essentially behaving as free spins. The susceptibility was
found to follow the form:
 =
C1
(T   W1)
+
C2
(T   W2)
(4.2)
where C1 and C2 are the Curie constants which depend on the size and fraction of
the spins in the correlated and orphan populations. The constants W1 and W2 are the
effective values of W which reﬂect the exchange ﬁeld for the spins in the correlated and
orphan populations. The results of ﬁtting equation 4.2 are shown in ﬁgure 4.12. The
values obtained are: W1 = 67 2:9 K, e1 = 2:127 0:0081B, W2 = 1:5  0:81
K and e2 = 0:33  0:063B. The fact that the erro bars do not add up highlights that
the model may be unfeasible for the susceptibility results for LuCuGaO4. As in ref.
[140] the close ﬁt suggests that there are correlated near neighbour antiferromagnetic
interactionsresponsiblefortheoverallbehaviourwhilethenon-zeroC2 andW2 suggest
that the orphan spins are subject to small, but non zero, effective exchange ﬁelds. The4.3 Discussion of LuCuGaO4 results 139
presence of orphan spins supports the random ordering of cations. However, the need
to include interactions could imply that there is not a dominant orphan population and
be consistent with the ordering of cations resulting from minimisation of similar near
neighbours.
Agreement with equation 4.2 was used as evidence to support spin liquid behaviour
in ref. [140], however it was stressed that the simplicity of the model means it has to
be applied carefully with each result treated as material speciﬁc and related evidence
would be required to support the models claims. It has recently been proposed also that
the downward curve in  1 is a general feature of many frustrated antiferromagnetic
systems and as such not explained by orphan spins [141].
4.3.2 Magnetic correlations in LuCuGaO4: spin liquid behaviour
The smooth deviation from Curie-Weiss behaviour below 50 K and simultaneous in-
crease in muon depolarization rate, absence of FC/ZFC splitting in the temperature
range from susceptibility results, and appearance of the peak in the magnetic diffuse
scattering implies that the magnetic correlations build up gradually as the temperature
decreases with no associated spin freezing. The depolarization rate of the muons from
the SR results increases steadily implying that the spins are entering a correlated but
ﬂuctuating state.
The SR result is the strongest indication of a spin liquid state. Examining materials
for a similar response leads to the Herbertsmithite compound ZnCu3(OD)6Cl2 which is
claimed to be a “structurally perfect S = 1/2 kagom´ e antiferromagnet” [16]. Detailed
SR investigations found a similar stretched exponential relaxation and increasing de-
polarisation rate at low temperature [142]. It was proposed as evidence for either a
resonance valence bond (RVB) or cooperative paramagnetism in a spin liquid state.4.3 Discussion of LuCuGaO4 results 140
Comparable neutron scattering responses are observed in several compounds. In
particular ZnCu3(OD)6Cl2 [136] and deuteronium jarosite, (D3O)Fe3(SO4)2(OD)6, a
kagom´ e antiferromagnet [139]. In each case a non-dispersive, gapless feature extends
across all observed energies at the wavevector transfer characteristic of the near neigh-
bour distance in question. In ZnCu3(OD)6Cl2 the magnetic scattering can be ﬁtted to
the dimer structure factor (equation 4.1) at all available energies, and at all tempera-
tures between 2 and 120 K. The scattering feature is attributed to a temperature and
energy independent spectrum of near-neighbour antiferromagnetic dimers. In deutero-
nium jarosite there are short range dynamical correlations, as observed in LuCuGaO4.
Essentially the same physics seems to exist in LuCuGaO4 and Herbertsmithite.
The results of the study of LuCuGaO4, however, do not show the explicit existence
of dimers, instead the agreement with the structure factor shows that a description of
purely near neighbour antiferromagnetic correlations describes the magnetic behaviour.
A comparable interpretation to F˚ ak et al. [139] who concluded that deuteronium jarosite
shows short ranged correlations and liquid like dynamics describes the behaviour of
LuCuGaO4.Chapter 5
Probing frustrated systems with an
alternative SR technique
SR has been shown in chapter 5 to complement neutron scattering and bulk techniques,
whenappliedtofrustratedsystems. Whathasalsobecomeevidentistheneedforcareful
interpretation due to the subtle and often competing interactions involved in magnetic
systems at low temperature. In this chapter an alternative SR technique is developed
that gives more control over the interpretation of the SR experiment. The experimental
work was carried out by S. T. Bramwell (STB) and S. R. Giblin (SRG). I carried out the
numerical analysis.
5.1 “Far ﬁeld” SR
The standard SR experiment described in section 2.3 probes the local internal ﬁeld of
the sample given by Bint(r;t). The result is a reduction of this four dimensional quan-
tity into a one dimensional decay signal. There can therefore be considerable ambiguity
in how to relate the results to properties of the local magnetic ﬁeld in the sample. Ad-
ditionally, in some cases, the muons cannot be considered a passive probe, resulting in
a loss of full and reliable information [102,143,144]. The use of a separate “implanta-
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tion sample”, which is situated a known distance from the sample under investigation,
was considered as one solution to these problems, as, when compared with conventional
SR, it enables a separation of near and far ﬁeld components.
5.1.1 SR experiments: passive and active
In a conventional experiment, once the muons have been produced and implanted into
thesample underinvestigationand thenthe resultantpositronhas beenemitted, there are
essentially two ways in which to use the results to gain information about the sample:
(i) treat the muon as a passive probe that measures properties of the material with no
perturbing effects.
(ii) treat the muon as an active probe in which its interactions with the material are a
dominant feature.
Both cases are used extensively. One such example of using a muon as an active probe
is to be found in conducting polymers [143]. There are also many examples in which
the muon is used as an active probe as it diffuses around a sample [102,144].
Aproblemariseswhenusingasampleinwhichitisnotpossibletodistinguisheither
case (i) or (ii) with signiﬁcant conﬁdence. This inspired the development and use of the
novel technique described here.
Using an external sample to probe the bulk dipolar ﬁeld distribution allows a mea-
sure of the magnetisation, similar to that obtained through susceptibility, but on the
time-scale of muons, i.e. millisecond to nanosecond. In this way the same frequency
response for muons can be utilized, without any need to include possible interactions
with the sample. This was designed to act as an aid to the interpretation of standard SR
experiments, therefore enhancing the use and interpretation of SR. This new method5.1 “Far ﬁeld” SR 143
would ideally be used alongside the traditional technique and will provide a crucial new
handle on interpreting experimental results. The exterior implantation sample technique
can also be used as a stand alone experiment in which bulk dynamics on the time scale
of nanoseconds to microseconds can be sensitively measured.
One such area where this “far ﬁeld” technique is immediately applicable is in the
ﬁeld of frustrated spin systems which have high ground state degeneracies that are sen-
sitive to local perturbations. Long and short range order is of interest in these systems
with slight perturbations potentially resulting in drastically different behaviour due to
competing effects between spins. If there is damage to the structure by the implantation
of muons then this could alter its overall behaviour, which would consequently be mea-
sured by the muon. After describing a calibration experiment in which this technique
was veriﬁed as viable, a brief example of how this method has been applied to the study
of the frustrated material Tb2Sn2O7, with reference to work carried out by STB and
SRG, will be discussed.
5.1.2 Using a separate “implantation” sample
A calibration experiment was carried out to test whether it was possible to modify a
standard SR experiment to incorporate a separate implantation sample in which the
dipolar ﬁeld from the sample can be accurately measured. A block of ferromagnetic
nickel was chosen as the sample to be investigated, and a similarly sized block of silver
used as the exterior “implantation” sample. The muon’s relaxation is unperturbed by
silver, meaning any response is from the sum of the applied ﬁeld and the magnetized
nickel sample’s dipolar ﬁeld. The distance between the two blocks was accurately con-
trolled. Expressions for the dipolar ﬁeld from a magnetised cuboid have been calculated
by Engel-Herbert et al. [145]. These give the value of the dipolar ﬁeld at any point r5.1 “Far ﬁeld” SR 144
outside the magnetised volume, which in this case is the nickel block. This expression
thus allows the distribution of the dipolar ﬁeld Hext(r) to be calculated numerically
throughout the volume of the silver implantation sample. The negligible demagnetiza-
tion effects of silver mean the dipolar ﬁeld in air and silver can be considered to be the
same in the calculations.
5.1.3 Implantation sample experimental technique
The SR experiment was carried out by STB and SRG on the MuSR spectrometer at the
ISIS pulsed muon source situated in the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. A schematic
is shown in ﬁgure 5.1. The MuSR instrument in its standard conﬁguration is described
in Chapter 2. The only alteration in this case was placing the implantation sample in
front of the sample under investigation.
Referring to ﬁgure 5.1, the muons were implanted into a silver block sufﬁciently
thick to ensure that all muons would come to rest within it. The silver block was posi-
tioned a known distance from the polycrystalline nickel block of dimensions 4040
0:5 mm3, that had previously been fully magnetised transverse to the direction of muon
polarisation by the application and subsequent removal of a 50 mT magnetic ﬁeld. This
ensured the nickel was of single domain. Muons implanted into a silver sample have
negligible relaxation so any observed relaxation is a direct consequence of the ﬁeld
arising from the nickel sample.
The muons implanted into the silver thus precessed in response to the ﬁeld Hext(r)
arising from the nickel and the mean magnetic ﬁeld within the silver block was derived
from the observed precession frequency. This Larmor precession is given by ! =
B where  is the gyromagnetic ratio for the muon and B = 0H. Hence the ﬁeld
observed is H, the ﬁeld perpendicular to the magnetisation of nickel (i.e. the ﬁeld in the5.1 “Far ﬁeld” SR 145
Figure 5.1: A schematic of the “far ﬁeld” SR experiment in which the muon beam
is not implanted into the magnetic sample under investigation, instead a separate silver
implantation sample is used which is a known distance from the magnetic sample under
investigation.
xy plane in ﬁgure 5.1). The average response of the muons in the implantation sample
thus gives the bulk magnetic properties of the sample under investigation.
5.1.4 Magnetic dipolar ﬁeld equations
Starting from Maxwell’s equations, Engel-Herbert et al. [145] derived expressions for
the vector ﬁeld Hext(r) arising from a uniformly magnetised bar magnet, assumed to be
a parallelepiped with arbitrary dimensions and 90 angles. Equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3
represent their analytical solutions. Figure 5.1 deﬁnes the terms used in the following5.1 “Far ﬁeld” SR 146
equations:
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5.1.5 SR response
The muons used in the SR technique relax in response to the magnetic ﬁeld perpendic-
ular to the direction of the applied muon polarization (which is parallel to the applied
muon beam). In this geometry the muon beam is along the z direction. Hence the muon
detects the magnetisation h in the xy direction given by:
h =
q
H2
x + H2
y (5.4)
Equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 were used to numerically evaluate the ﬁeld distribution in
the silver block. The simulation replicates the effect of the stray ﬁeld from a magnetised5.1 “Far ﬁeld” SR 147
x y z Bx(mT) By(mT) Bz(mT)
1.1xb 1.1yb 1.1zb 112.814 59.737 86.680 AS
112.811 59.723 86.679 FEM
112.814 59.737 86.680 IS
2xb 2yb 2zb 7.268 8.330 3.892 AS
7.268 8.330 3.892 FEM
7.268 8.330 3.892 IS
10xb 10yb 10zb 0.039413 0.058473 0.019740 AS
0.039413 0.058473 0.019734 FEM
0.039413 0.058473 0.019740 IS
1.1xb 1.1yb 0 180.916 114.796 0 AS
180.916 114.765 0 FEM
180.916 114.796 0 IS
2xb 2yb 0 8.400 9.935 0 AS
8.400 9.935 0 FEM
8.400 9.935 0 IS
10xb 10yb 0 0.042985 0.065197 0 AS
0.042985 0.065197 0 FEM
0.042985 0.065197 0 IS
Table 5.1: Comparison of results by Engel-Herbert in ref. [145] (AS and FEM) and the
results obtained using the simulation produced here (IS) for the dipolar ﬁeld at certain
points given by (x;y;z). xb, yb and zb are the dimensions of the sample under investi-
gation deﬁned in ﬁgure 5.1. Each seperate point is deﬁned with respect to xb, yb and
zb. Bx (mT), By (mT) and Bz (mT) give the component of the dipolar ﬁeld at the point
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volume, with dimensions (2xb;2yb;2zb), on another volume at a distance d away, with
dimensions (2a;2b;2c). The x and y dimensions were the same for both volumes, with
the z dimension being retained as a variable. The exterior “implantation” (i.e. silver)
volume was split up into a grid of 500,000 equal sized cubes. The perpendicular ﬁeld h
was found at the corners of each of these cubes. The cases for x = xb and y = yb are
not deﬁned by the analytical expressions and therefore had to be omitted. Using small
enough grid spacings made this effect negligible. A circular beam cross section was
used as the area in which muons would reside in the silver sample in the xy direction.
Thus only the ﬁeld within a cylindrical area inside the silver sample was considered,
with the beam radius being extended from its approximate radius of 10 mm to 14 mm
to account for beam drift and the fact that the muons would explore the silver sample
whilst being implanted into the sample and diffusing to lose their energy.
The calculation also allowed the option of ﬁnding the ﬁeld at a point a distance
(x;y;z) from the centre of the magnetic sample i.e. from the origin. A selection of
results are shown in table 5.1. These compare the calculation described here with the
results printed in Engel-Herbert et al.’s paper [145]. The table shows the results for
single points are correctly produced, giving conﬁdence to the calculation of the ﬁeld
distribution produced here.
For each distance d of nickel to silver separation, the mean value of the magneti-
sation perpendicular to the beam direction was then evaluated, to be compared to the
results of the SR experiment, see Fig. 5.2.
The theoretical ﬁt was obtained using a 53.5 mT saturation magnetised, which is
within 10% of the expected saturation magnetisation of nickel [146], and a volume of
40  40  0:6 mm3. The beam radius of the muons in the calculation was 14 mm,
expected to be a good approximation of the true beam radius within the silver sample.5.1 “Far ﬁeld” SR 149
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Figure 5.2: Experimental SR and theoretical results obtained for the variation of the
dipolar ﬁeld felt by a silver volume when placed a known distance from a magnetised
nickel volume. The parameters used for the calculation are a beam radius of 14 mm,
saturation magnetisation of 53.5 mT in a 40  40  0:6 mm magnetised sample.
(TheMuSRinformationwebsiteliststhebeamsizeatfocustobe: Vertical: 8mmfwhm,
horizontal: adjustable, 7-15 mm fwhm [105]). The chosen parameters are believed to be
well within reasonable experimental errors. For each distance, d, of the nickel to silver
separation in the simulation the mean value of the magnetisation perpendicular to the
beam direction was found. This represents what is measured in a SR experiment. An
excellent agreement is found between experiment and theory, which demonstrates that
a small modiﬁcation of the standard SR technique may be used to derive an unbiased
estimate of the sample magnetisation.5.2 The study of Tb2Sn2O7 150
5.2 The study of Tb2Sn2O7
As discussed in section 1.2.1 there has been much work on the pyrochlores, in particular
the titanates and stannates. Only in the past couple of years, however, has Tb2Sn2O7
received any signiﬁcant attention [147–149]. Initial susceptibility measurements down
to 1.8 K were reported [150]. The most in depth study before these three recent inves-
tigations was described in ref. [151] which investigated the magnetic properties of the
rare earth pyrochlore stannates and included magnetic dc susceptibility measurements
on Tb2Sn2O7. The dc susceptibility measurements showed a divergence at 0.87 K which
was attributed to ferromagnetic order. A recent review in ref. [12] on the frustrated rare
earthtitanateandstannatepyrochloresincludes onlyoneparagraphonTb2Sn2O7, point-
ing out that it has received scant attention and that much work is needed to prove the
claim that it ferromagnetically orders at 0.87 K made previously in ref. [151]. Around
the same time as the review in ref. [12], more detailed work on Tb2Sn2O7 was re-
ported [147]. Tb2Sn2O7 was studied through neutron diffraction and speciﬁc heat mea-
surements. It was reported that the antiferromagnetic liquid like behaviour changed to
ferromagnetic behaviour in two magnetic steps. Firstly a smeared transition at 1.3 K,
and then an abrupt transition at 0.87 K. The behaviour was explained as a new magnetic
structure and given the name “ordered spin ice” due to its similarity to the spin ice be-
haviour found in related pyrochlores. This “ordered spin ice” was said to have both fer-
romagnetic and antiferromagnetic characteristics. Shortly after the ﬁndings of ref. [147]
two further investigations of Tb2Sn2O7, in an attempt to clarify the magnetic behaviour,
were reported [148,149]. Both involved SR. The initial SR experiment [148] found
no signature of a static magnetically ordered state reported by ref. [147]. The neutron
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was that of a dynamical ground state in which the Tb3+ magnetic moment has a char-
acteristic ﬂuctuation time of ' 10 10 s. This ﬂuctuation time is much less than had
been previously inferred, despite agreement on the neutron results. Further SR results
followed [149]. Results were obtained down to 35 mK and they showed that strong
ﬂuctuations persist down to well below 0.87 K where the ferromagnetic transition is
said to occur. It was proposed that the dynamics observed in the SR results were due
to clusters of correlated spins with the ordered spin ice structure. Whole clusters of
well ordered spins were proposed to ﬂuctuate in between six degenerate conﬁgurations
allowed in the “ordered spin ice” structure. These results would mean that Tb2Sn2O7
would join Gd2Ti2O7, Gd2Sn2O7 and Er2Ti2O7 in having simultaneously ﬂuctuations
and long ranged order [149].
5.2.1 The study of Tb2Sn2O7 using “far ﬁeld” SR
The analysis of Tb2Sn2O7 in the literature relied heavily on SR and trying to ﬁt the
results with the observed neutron experiments. This has led to the consideration of what
effect the implanted muons have on the local structure and what the muons are actually
probing.
A “far ﬁeld” SR experiment using the method described in section 5.1.2 was car-
ried out by STB and SRG. The results are reported in ref. [152].
Figure 5.3 is one result of the experiment (Fig. 4 in ref. [152]). The decay of muons
implanted into the silver sample does not oscillate at 1.4 K (above the transition temper-
ature) indicating that there is no static ﬁeld in which the muons in the silver are pre-
cessing around. At 0.35 K (below the transition temperature) there are clear oscillations
observed. This can be explained by the muons precessing around the static ﬁeld pro-
duced in the Tb2Sn2O7 supporting the static magnetisation hypothesis proposed as the5.2 The study of Tb2Sn2O7 152
attached directly to a 2 mm thick, 30 mm diameter disc of
Tb2Sn2O7. Muons implanted into silver have a negligible
relaxation. Any modiﬁcation of the muon relaxation must
therefore be a direct consequence of the magnetic dipolar
ﬁelds in the Tb2Sn2O7, the result of an externally applied
ﬁeld or a combination of both effects. The muons do not
observe local magnetic ﬂuctuations, but the bulk magnetic
signal, from the ﬁeld lines of the magnetic sample pene-
trating the silver.
Initial transverse ﬁeld (TF) measurements were per-
formed in ﬁelds of 10 and 60 mT. The oscillatory signal
can be ﬁtted with a function of the form
Gx t  Aexp   t cos 2  it  Abg (1)
where   is the envelope relaxation rate,  i is the frequency
of local oscillations at the ith muon site and A is the initial
asymmetry of the signal and background term, respec-
tively. The frequency of oscillations is related to the local
magnetic ﬁeld Bi by  i     Bi=2  where    is the muon
gyromagnetic ratio ( 2    135:5 MHzT 1). Figure 3
shows the temperature dependence of the   parameters
for both applied TF. The form of the relaxation rate dem-
onstrates a temperature dependence similar to the magne-
tization of Fig. 1 and to those found in the independent
muon investigations [12,13]. This measurement therefore
conﬁrms that the muons implanted into the silver observe
the Tb2Sn2O7. Because the muons are implanted into the
silver, outside the sample, the temperature dependence of
the relaxation rate is independent of local magnetic ﬂuc-
tuations. Therefore the similarity of the present data with
the previous bulk  SR data suggests the importance of
macroscopic static ﬁelds when considering muons im-
planted into the sample.
Figure 3 shows that   of the 60 mT data is a factor of 3.5
greater than the 10 mT data. The difference in   can be
associated with the B ﬁeld from the Tb2Sn2O7. The applied
TF is homogeneous across both the silver and the sample
space [20]. Therefore, it is a nonuniform ﬁeld from the
sample that causes the coherent precession of the muons to
dephase resulting in the observed relaxation. This ﬁeld
distribution is strongly perturbed by the application of a
magnetic ﬁeld.
If static long range magnetic order is present in
Tb2Sn2O7, the muons implanted in the silver will precess
aboutthestaticﬁelddueto themagnetizationofTb2Sn2O7,
resulting in an oscillating signal in zero applied ﬁeld [21].
After cooling in zero ﬁeld from 10 K to 350 mK no
oscillations were observed. However, signiﬁcantly differ-
ent properties were observed after cooling in a TF of
FIG. 3 (color online). The temperature dependence of the
relaxation rate ( ) of the muon precession frequency in an
applied TF of 60 and 10 mT, measured in Ag which is mounted
on Tb2Sn2O7. The FM ordering temperature is clearly visible for
both applied ﬁelds as a plateau in the relaxation rate.
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Figure 5.3: (Fig. 4 in ref. [152]): The muon signal of the observed ﬁeld in the silver
above (triangles) and below (circles) Tc in Tb2Sn2O7. Oscillations are clearly observed
below Tc. The red line is a ﬁt to the relaxation. The inset shows the temperature de-
pendence of the observed ﬁeld.
ordering and ruling out dynamical correlations as proposed in refs. [148, 149]. The
temperature dependence of the measured dipolar ﬁeld correlates well with the expected
ferromagnetic order parameter. This deﬁnitively rules out the “dynamical structure” hy-
pothesis put forward in refs. [148,149], and highlights the advantages of the use of a
separate implantation sample.5.3 Summary of “far ﬁeld” SR 153
5.3 Summary of “far ﬁeld” SR
In summary, the use of SR as a magnetometer with complementary characteristics to
the usual local probe experiment may be exploited in the study of magnetic samples
using the “far ﬁeld” technique outlined, thus allowing the extension from a purely lo-
cal probe to both a local and bulk probe. The calibration experiment described here
shows that it is possible to accurately measure the dipolar ﬁeld from a sample in an ex-
terior “implantation” sample. The experimental technique does not require any change
in the standard SR apparatus and, is easy to employ, and keeps the same time-scale
and frequency response. In speciﬁc cases it may prove useful as a source of crucial
experimental information that will facilitate the accurate interpretation of standard SR
results. An experimental investigation using this method with respect to the frustrated
system Tb2Sn2O7 has been shown to give a more complete and thorough understanding
when compared to solely using muons as a local probe implanted in the sample.
The experimental work carried out by STB and SRG has been published [152] and
the numerical work I carried out has been published in a separate article [153].Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis has considered the magnetic properties of Ba2HoSbO6, Ba2ErSbO6 and
LuCuGaO4, motivated by their geometry which has been proposed to lead to frustrated
behaviour. The main conclusions from the experimental investigations will now be con-
sidered and a strategy for future work outlined.
6.1 Conclusions for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6
Ba2HoSbO6 has been characterised in ref. [26] at room temperature as having the space
group Fm3m, with the rare earth ions on an fcc lattice of edge sharing tetrahedra: a
geometry which can cause geometric frustration. Along with the lack of ordering in
the susceptibility results reported down to 1.5 K, despite W =  4:7(2), led to the
conclusion that the rare earth double perovskites are an “excellent model system for the
detailed study of geometric magnetic frustration” [26]. This thesis undertook the ﬁrst
detailed low temperature study of the rare earth double perovskites Ba2HoSbO6 and
Ba2ErSbO6.
The neutron powder diffraction results in section 3.2 conﬁrmed both compounds
crystal structure to be unchanged down to 1.5 K, with no evidence of magnetic ordering
or diffuse scattering. The magnetic component results from polarised neutron diffrac-
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tion showed no change between 5 K and 0.06 K (ﬁgures 3.10 and 3.12). This was a
surprising result. There was no evidence of magnetic correlations, diffuse scattering or
liquid like behaviour associated with magnetic frustration. The only feature was a form
factor dependence with scattering angle which matched the expected behaviour for each
rare earth ion, indicating paramagnetic behaviour.
Inelastic neutron scattering was carried out on MARI at ISIS which solved the CEF
level scheme for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6, the results are shown in ﬁgure 3.22.
The solved CEF level scheme for Ba2ErSbO6 was used to calculate susceptibility
and compared to experimental susceptibility results, the close agreement is shown in
ﬁgure 3.32. The lack of ordering, despite a magnetic CEF ground state, is predicted to
be a consequence of the large nearest neighbour distance of 6 ˚ A prohibiting exchange
interactions and subsequent magnetic ordering.
For Ba2HoSbO6 results calculated using the CEF parameters matched closely to
experimental results, see ﬁgures 3.30 and 3.31. The solved CEF level scheme has a non-
magneticdoubletgroundstateforBa2HoSbO6 andacloselyspacedmagnetictripletﬁrst
excited state, this explains all the experimental results. The susceptibility and magnetic
results from polarised neutron analysis was consistent with Ba2HoSbO6 behaving as a
paramagnet; a non-magnetic ground state does not preclude magnetic behaviour. No
evidence for an induced moment or level crossing were found.
The results clearly refute the evidence in ref. [26] that the behaviour in the inves-
tigated rare earth double perovskites could be explained as highly frustrated. The ex-
perimental susceptibility and speciﬁc heat carried out by X. Ke shown in ﬁgures 3.30
and 3.31 were initially thought to represent conclusive proof of spin liquid behaviour
due to frustration of the Ho3+ ions. Although no ordering in susceptibility at the Curie-
Weiss temperature is a signature of frustration, and the lack of a Schottky anomaly in the6.1 Conclusions for Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 156
speciﬁc heat results match that hypothesis, the study carried out in this thesis explains
those results quantitatively and importantly also explains the neutron experimental re-
sults. Bulk measurements and a high frustration f value are not sufﬁcient to accurately
characterise a material as frustrated. Instead a complete picture, built up from bulk
measurements and a microscopic model, is necessary to understand the true magnetic
behaviour. The results in this thesis therefore highlight the importance of a carefully and
thorough study when investigating new magnetic materials and show the importance of
the crystal electric ﬁeld in rare earth magnetic studies.
6.1.1 Future work on Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6
The investigation of Ba2HoSbO6 and Ba2ErSbO6 in this thesis has produced a model
that explains their zero ﬁeld behaviour down to 0.06 K. There are, however, still various
avenues for future work.
 The close spacing of the non-magnetic GS and ﬁrst excited magnetic state in
Ba2HoSbO6 suggests interesting behaviour. Although it was predicted in this the-
sis that the application of a magnetic ﬁeld would not lead to the crossing of levels
and a magnetic ground state, it would be of interest to verify this experimentally.
 Results from an inelastic neutron scattering experiment in an applied magnetic
ﬁeld would give the CEF level scheme at certain applied ﬁelds.
 Applying pressure to a system can alter the CEF level scheme and this could be
used to create a magnetic ground state. Being able to switch between a non-
magnetic to magnetic GS at a temperature well below a transition temperature in
a frustrated system would be a unique and interesting experimental exercise.
 Measurementsonothermembersoftheseriescouldﬁndfurtherinterestingresults
on the fcc lattice.
 A zero ﬁeld magnetic phase transition could be found by decreasing the temper-
ature of investigation.6.2 Conclusions for LuCuGaO4 157
 ItwouldbeofinteresttohaveasinglecrystalofbothBa2HoSbO6 andBa2ErSbO6.
Fields applied along different axis have been calculated to cause differing re-
sponses within the system from the magnetic and speciﬁc heat CEF calculations
that would of interest to study.
6.2 Conclusions for LuCuGaO4
LuCuGaO4 has equal numbers of magnetic Cu2+ and non-magnetic Ga3+ ions on tri-
angular bilayers, resulting in frustration of both spin and charge. Ref. [72] reported
LuCuGaO4 to have W   69 K, with increased correlations below 50 K, but no or-
dering down to 1.5 K, suggesting it to be highly frustrated. From ac-susceptibility and
speciﬁc heat results LuCuGaO4 was classiﬁed as having a spin glass transition at 0.4
K, a conclusion refuted in this thesis. The work carried out in this thesis represents the
ﬁrst low temperature microscopic investigation of LuCuGaO4, with the results showing
LuCuGaO4 to be a spin liquid at low temperature.
Neutron powder diffraction measurements agreed with reported structural results in
ref. [72] in which the Lu ion sits at a shifted but well deﬁned position above and below
the Cu/Ga bilayers. The model was therefore extended down to 1.5 K. A model of
randomly disordered Cu/Ga ions is sufﬁcient to explain the diffraction data, but this
thesis concludes that this is a misleading consequence of the similar scattering lengths
of copper and gallium. Instead what is proposed is a minimisation of near neighbour
charges on the bilayers to minimise Coulombic interactions. This produces a cation
topology of branched loops shown ﬁgure 4.11.
Polarised neutron analysis conﬁrmed LuCuGaO4 to be a paramagnet at 50 K. Re-
sults between 5 K and 0.08 K were identical, within experimental error, see ﬁgure 4.3,
and showed a change from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic near neighbour correla-6.2 Conclusions for LuCuGaO4 158
tions. Inelastic neutron scattering conﬁrmed the same behaviour. SR probed the local
interactions from 50 K to below 0.4 K. The results were not compatible with a spin glass
below 0.4 K. Instead they corresponded to spin liquid behaviour, see ﬁgure 4.10.
Combining all the experimental results leads to the conclusion that LuCuGaO4 is in
the paramagnetic regime above 50 K. Correlations between the spins slowly develop but
the overall behaviour remains paramagnetic down to just above 5 K. At 5 K the Cu2+
spins become correlated at the nearest neighbour distance and this correlation increases
until 0.4 K, at which point LuCuGaO4 is well described as a spin liquid, despite the
presence of cation disorder.
6.2.1 Future work on LuCuGaO4
The result that LuCuGaO4 behaves as a spin liquid at low temperature with the spin-
1
2 Cu2+ as the magnetic ion makes this compound of great interest for future studies.
These could take various forms:
 Further veriﬁcations of the spin liquid model would be advantageous, this would
include carrying out dc-susceptibility below 0.4 K.
 Inelastic neutron scattering results between 5 and above 50 K would be able to
follow the onset of correlations in energy and Q.
 From the inelastic neutron scattering there is no evidence of a “gap” in the energy
for constant Q associated with dimers. The question of the singlet state and the
resonating valence bond in spin-1
2 materials is of current interest. Investigating
the scaling of (Q;T) in LuCuGaO4 would be of interest, with the dilute nature
of the Cu2+ cations allowing a contrast with undilute spin-1
2 systems.
 The inherent charge frustration and possible ordering of the triangular bilayers
needs to be more carefully investigated. Unfortunately the scattering length of Cu
and Ga are prohibitively close to distinguish their scattering using neutrons. As6.3 “Far ﬁeld” SR conclusions 159
such either Ga could be replaced or other dilute members of the series could be
investigated.
 Similar behaviour has been reported forLuFeMgO4, however no conclusionscon-
sidering all the results have been obtained. A study in light of the results reported
here would be advantages.
6.3 “Far ﬁeld” SR conclusions
The alternative technique of “far ﬁeld” SR implants muons outside of the sample under
investigation. This allows a further handle on the experimental results which, when used
alongsidethestandardtechnique, canprovideimportantextradetail. Italsoremovesany
need to know where the muon is residing in the sample.
It is widely assumed that the muons cause no damage to the sample when implanted,
despite the implantation process involving muons with energies of the order MeV. There
does not, however, appear to be a thorough study in the literature supporting this claim.
In geometric frustrated systems the interactions are often subtle and any changes, such
as introducing defects caused by muon implantation, has the potential to alter the state
of the system: defects allow the degeneracy of frustrated ground states to be broken.
The results from this thesis show that it is possible to successfully carry out a SR
experimentusingaseparateimplantationsampletomeasurethe“farﬁeld”ofamagnetic
sample. It is directly applicable to frustrated materials, demonstrated by the success of
using the technique to measure the magnetic behaviour of Tb2Sn2O7.
It would be of interest to carry out a study on the effect of muon implantation,
particularly with respect to geometric frustrated materials. “Far ﬁeld” SR has many
future uses and will positively add to the tools available to experimental investigations
of materials, particularly frustrated magnetic oxides.Bibliography
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